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SUMMARY

This study is devoted to the development of a method of analysis for the structural
behaviour of masonry arch bridges up to failure under applied loading and support
movements.

Masonry arch bridges have been studied for many centuries. Numerous analytical
methods have been developed but mainly for the study of the elastic behaviour and

ultimate strength of arches. In recent years, the finite element approach has been appli
to provide nonlinear analysis of masonry arches but the work was limited to using one
dimensional beam elements.

In this thesis, a new approach which embodies the two dimensional nonlinear
finite element procedure is introduced for the progressive failure analysis of masonry

bridges. Failure criteria normally used for plain concrete are adopted to define the fa
of masonry as a material under all biaxial stress states. Nonlinear stress-strain

relationships are assumed for masonry in compression and the elastic-brittle constituti

relationship is used when masonry is subjected to tension. The failure criteria togethe

with the adopted constitutive relationship for masonry enable both cracking and crushin

of the arch under incremental loading conditions to be analysed simultaneously. A stres

redistribution scheme is employed such that results for stress distribution, cracking a

crushing at any load level may be traced graphically on a computer. Finally, the iterat

procedure produces, for the arch, the failure load and the associated collapse mechanis
(if it exists).
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The two dimensional effects of the spandrel fill on the arch behaviour are also
included in the study. This allows the load dispersion through the spandrelfillfrom the
road level onto the arch rib to be taken into account. Effects of both the resulting vertical
and horizontal pressures from the spandrel fill are investigated. In the analysis of
multispan masonry arches, the spandrel fill acts as if it is a series of struts which transmit
the compressive pressure from one span to another.

The accuracy and reliability of the numerical procedure developed in this thesis are
checked using experimental results from several masonry arch bridges tested in the
United Kingdom. These include two full-scale models tested at Liverpool University, the
bridge at Bridgemill (Bridgemill bridge) near Girvan and the bridge at Bargower
(Bargower bridge). The application of the proposed method of analysis is demonstrated
on both single span arches and multispan arch bridges under concentrated loads and
subjected to support movements.

The structural behaviour of a masonry arch bridge is complex mainly due to the
material characteristics and its geometrical shape. A n extensive parametric study on these
two aspects is carried out in this thesis. The primary aims of the study are to obtain an
insight into the structural performance of masonry arches as well as to provide some
useful guidance for the design engineer. The tensile strength of masonry, the strain
softening parameter and the dispersion action through the spandrel fill are found to be the
significant factors which influence the failure load. It is also observed that for most
arches the failure due to crushing of the masonry hardly occurs except for an arch with a
thick rib and a short span.

A comparative study on multispan masonry arches indicates that very small
support movements could cause seemingly disproportionate distress to the structure. It is
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also noted that for a "rigid system" - a multispan masonry arch bridge with very short

piers or without piers, damage is confined mainly to the spans immediately adjacent t

support where movements occur. On the other hand, for a more "flexible" multispan arch

viaduct with tall piers, the damage tends to spread to the remote spans as well. In th

same study, some explanations are also given for the general causes of cracking damage
to the Stanwell Park Viaduct, an eight-span railway bridge in N.S.W., Australia.

The nonlinear finite element program developed as part of this research is easy to
use and comparatively efficient in terms of computing time. The graphic output, in

particular, is convenient for practical use by the design engineer. The program is ca

of analyzing the structural behaviour of all kinds of masonry structures. The analysi
carried out from the elastic stage through crack propagation and finally reaching the
ultimate state. The failure mechanism if it exists will be identified.
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NOTATION

al, a2

sides of an element;

B

width of an arch;

b

thickness of a block;

bn

constant of shear stress defining inelastic stress-strain equation;

[B]

element strain-displacement matrix;

d

width of a block;

d£n, det> dy nt incremental normal and shear strains in the local coordinate system;
dc n , dc t , dx nt incremental normal and shear stresses in the local coordinate system;
{de}

incremental strain vector;

{do}

incremental stress vector;

[D]

material stiffness matrics;

Pel

elastic material stiffness matrix;

[Dep]

elasto - plastic material stiffness matrix;

[Dd

material stiffness matrix after failure;

E

Young's modulus in tension;

Ms

secant modulus at e^;

Eo

initial tangent modulus in compression;

Et

tangent modulus of elasticity;

e

eccentricity;

fv

characteristic shear strength;

f'c

compressive strength of material;
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tensile strength of material;
total external load-reaction system for ith iteration;
rise of an arch;
shear modulus;
depth of the fill;
tangent stiffness matrix;
inner span of arch;
total number of iterations in the current increment;
plastic moment;
strain softening parameter;
total number of nodal points in the finite element mesh;
local (crack) coordinates;
applied concentrated load;
load increments;
horizontal load;
ultimate load;
the nth increment of load vector;
incremental nodal force vector;
precompression;
radius of an arch;

resisting nodal force at solution step i-1 of the current increment of lo
depth of an arch rib;
transformation matrix;
horizontal distance along x-axis;
global coordinates;

-xxiv-

P'

aggregate interlock factor;

y shear strain;
A8i incremental displacement at ith iteration;
i

Aon

displacements at ith iteration in nth load increment;

8j displacement increments;
5n-i total displacement at the end of (n-1 )th increment;
Sn total displacements up to mth iteration in nth load increment;
ECT cracking strain;
Ecu ultimate strain at f c;
p
e
n

plastic strain;

9 inclination of crack;
p density of material;
\) Poisson's ratio;
<j) aggregate interlock factor;
an normal stress;
{o}n-i vector of internal stresses at solution step i-1;
{A<y} net stress vector change in the material failure during the
fracturing process;
{(Jo} released stress vector;
{A8} incremental nodal displacement vector;
x shear stress;
<J>{ unbalanced internal nodal force for ith iteration;
rj, % natural coordinates;
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Chapter 1: Introduction

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Remarks
The history of mankind is closely linked with the history of architecture, civil

engineering and in particular, with the developments in masonry. Brick masonry, one of

the oldest man-made building materials and construction techniques, has been extensiv

used in die past because of its apparent simplicity, strength, and amongst other attri

durability. Perhaps the most important innovations in the evolution of architecture w
the development of masonry arches and domes.

Masonry arches have been used in bridge engineering for over 4000 years and

in some countries many of the old masonry arch bridges still form parts of the highwa
systems and railway networks, having to carry high volumes of modern traffic.

However, a question is often asked if these aged structures are still safe for carryi

ever-increasing live loads or are capable of sustaining the foundation movements whic
may be induced either by man-made factors or natural causes. Man-made causes can be

introduced by the interaction of a nearby construction operation such as digging of d

foundation or underground activities such as coal mining or excavation of underground

tunnel; whilst, Natural causes may take the form of earth-quake or long term settlemen

of the ground. Furthermore, it is often necessary to establish what are the causes of
structural deterioration of many masonry arches.
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In order to provide reliable information to design engineers for the re-assessment
of old bridges under a variety of conditions, it m a y be necessary to develop an accurate
analytical procedure using up to date knowledge, rather than depending upon the old
codes of practice or old design methods which m a y not necessarily provide more
accurate results. This work is aimed at developing such a method of analysis which m a y
help design engineers to analyse the structural behaviour in a more realistic manner. It is
hoped that the proposed method would provide reliable information and explanation to
the cause of instability for those damaged masonry arch bridges.

1.2 Brief Review of Masonry Arch Analysis
The study of brick masonry arches has been carried out for m a n y centuries.
Numerous analytical methods have been developed but mostly for the study of the elastic
behaviour and ultimate strength of arches. Although the nonlinear finite element approach
has been developed over the years, the masonry arch system was mainly analysed as a
one dimensional curved beam structure (Towler, 1981; Rouf, 1984 and Crisfield, 1985).
Usually, the effect of spandrel fill on the arch was either ignored or only considered using
beam type fill-elements (Crisfield, 1985). However, in a realistic situation, a full two
(and maybe even three) dimensional finite element analysis entailing a large number of
fill-elements as well as arch elements is needed to be undertaken . The existing one
dimension finite element approach does not seem to be widely applied by design
engineers for routine purposes but used as a research tool by researchers to improve
design practices.

The analyses developed by Pippard (1936, 1951), Heyman (1981), Crisfield et al
(1985) are limited to the behaviour of a single span masonry arch structure only with
loading conditions associated with single concentrated loads. N o analysis is k n o w n to
have been carried out to quantitatively correlate the ground movements under which
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tensile strains would be induced. These tensile strains can only be accommodated by
cracking of the bridge; n e w and additional tensile strains induced by loading on the
weakened structure would lead to more cracking and if the crack propagation is not
arrested, failure would eventuate.

The previous research on the ultimate state of masonry arches was mainly
concentrated on the classical type of failure, that is the formation of plastic hinges (failure
mechanism) which leads to failure. In reality, however, the prediction of failure of
masonry arches is complex due to the large number of parameters influencing the failure
behaviour of the arch. Failure is not necessarily

a result of the formation of a

mechanism; it can also be due to the massive failure of material in tension and/or in
compression.

Brick masonry, unlike other structural engineering materials such as steel and
concrete, is a two-phase material. Typically it consists of elastic or inelastic brick set in
an inelastic mortar matrix acting as planes of weakness (Page, 1978). These
characteristics have been studied and incorporated into a finite element program to
simulate bricks and mortar separately. However, the application of this technique is
limited to masonry wall structures. For the analysis of masonry arches, all previous finite
element analyses were based on one dimensional finite element beam elements. In order
to model masonry as the combination of brick and mortar, a two dimensional finite
element analysis is essential. However, the simulation of brick and mortar as two
materials would require a more complex analysis and computation because of the curved
shape of the arches and the complex form of stress distribution under loading.

A review of previous studies on structural behaviour of masonry arches has
revealed that most analyses have been limited to a single span masonry arch only and the
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research in progressive failure analysis of multispan arches is particularly lacking. This

has caused both inconvenience and difficulties to the design engineers in re-assessing

stability of existing multispan arches. The present investigation is an attempt to ove
these deficiencies and develop an efficient and reliable analytical method which will

adequately solve the practical problems and help engineers to understand the complicat
structural behaviour.

1.3 Research Objectives
In view of the continuing use of many old arch bridges in some countries to carry

ever increasing traffic and of the need to design new masonry arch bridges, it is impo
to improve understanding of the structural performance of such bridge systems. The

principal objective of the present study is to develop an appropriate analytical model

masonry arch which will adequately predict its structural behaviour under given loading

conditions. In order to carry out the progressive failure analysis of masonry arches, a

iterative method incorporating the nonlinear finite element procedure has been develop

By appropriate modelling of the failure characteristics of masonry as a material, local
cracking or crushing under loads can be simulated. Once local failure has commenced in

an arch, a stress redistribution scheme is initiated which allows the crack propagation
and/or the development of the crushed zones to be determined numerically under
increment loading and permit the analysis to be continued up to the collapse load.

The main component of an arch bridge system is the rib, on top of which two

spandrel walls are built up to the road level. The space between the spandrels is fille

with stone or brick debris which serves to transmit vehicular loads down to the arch ri

while its weight provides additional stability to the system. The existence of spandre
is simulated in the proposed scheme using two dimensional fill-elements. A computer
program has been developed to implement the proposed procedure which for
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convenience, provides stress distribution, crack patterns and the spread of crushed zones
in graphical form.

An extensive parametric study has been carried out using material properties and

geometric configurations as variables. Recommendations for the satisfactory application
of the proposed method in the analysis of full-size masonry arch bridges are given. The

present study illustrates the potential application of the model not only as a research
but more importantly as a design tool which could be conveniently used by engineers to
design masonry structures or to re-assess the stability of the existing ones.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The contents of each Chapter of the thesis are summarised below:-

- A review of the literature on brick masonry structures with particular
emphasis on arch bridges is presented in Chapter 2.

- A case history of the cracking of an existing masonry arch viaduct-the Stanwell
Park Viaduct, NSW, Australia is given in Chapter 3.

- The constitutive relationships of masonry before failure are discussed in detail
in Chapter 4.

- Chapter 5 presents the failure criteria for masonry and progressive failure
analysis. The failure models which describe both the tensile and crushing
failure modes are also discussed in this chapter.
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- The nonlinear finite element method used in developing the computer
program NLARCH is described in Chapter 6.

- A verification of the proposed analytical method is carried out in Chapter 7.

- Chapter 8 investigates the parameters which affect both the bridge behaviour and
the computer program performance. The study of the structural behaviour under
increment support movements is also included in this chapter.

- The application of the proposed method to a multispan masonry arch
system is demonstrated in Chapter 9. An attempt is also made to explain the
local failure of the Stanwell Park Viaduct.

- A brief summary of the conclusions are given in Chapter 10.

The list of references is presented from page 1S8 to i<?5. For information of the
reader, a bibliography is given in the appendix (page 116to 200).
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CHAPTER 2

ANALYSIS OF MASONRY ARCHES-A LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
Masonry arches are one of the oldest man-made structural systems. But for m a n y
centuries they have been built by trial and error method because their complex behaviour
was not fully understood. It w a s not until 17th century , that the study of the structural
performance of an arch started to be documented. Since then the behaviour of masonry
arches subjected to concentrated loads was studied continually for m a n y centuries. Failure
of a masonry arch can take place in various ways; collapse can result from large
compressive stresses which crush the materials (strength failure) and a bond failure can
result from the opening of the mortar joint through tensile or compressive forces (bond
failure). Another form of failure is the formation of plastic hinges which would
eventually lead to an instability failure or formation of a mechanism. Apart from those
failure patterns caused by applied loads, the separation of the abutments or, in other
words, the m o v e m e n t of supports could also lead to one of the failure forms mentioned
above.

In order to analyse the structural behaviour and to predict the failure of a brick
masonry arch subjected to various loads, a suitable analytical model is required. Various
analytical methods have been developed by different researchers ranging from classical
elastic analysis to modern finite element methods. These methods, however, have
limitations in analysing masonry arches under more complex conditions, for instance, for
the provision of the support settlements and the analysis of multispan arch structures.
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This chapter reviews the history and the development of technology in masonry
structures and particularly emphasises the analyses of masonry arch structures based on
different approaches. Since the proposed method is mainly based on the finite element
method, a comprehensive review is given of the previous finite element models for the
analysis of masonry arches subjected to concentrated loads. In order to develop an
accurate finite element model for the analysis and design of masonry arch structures, a
thorough knowledge of the material characteristics is essential. Modelling of the material
and the structure is very important. The brick masonry material properties investigated by
various researchers by using different experimental techniques are reviewed.

From the review, it can be seen that existing methods or design rules for masonry
arches vary considerably depending upon the targets of the design or method of analysis.
Although m a n y finite element models are available, m a n y design engineers still use the
relatively simple solutions to estimate or evaluate structural performance of old masonry
arch structures under m o d e m loading.

2.2 History and the Development of Various Methods
A brick arch is not a n e w structural concept and various analytical and design
approaches have been developed for the analysis of these structures. The first recorded
investigation into the structural performance of an arch was carried out by Hooke in 1676
(Hooke, 1676). This section briefly reviews the most representative methods of
structural analysis developed during various periods throughout

the history of

construction of masonry arch structures.

2.2.1 The ancients: Rule of thumb
Arches have been in use for several centuries. Particularly arches were used by
ancient civilizations to span openings in masonry structures (Tellett, 1983). The R o m a n s
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seem to have believed that forces followed theringof the arch, i.e. the blocks that line the
underside of the arch (Harvey, 1986). Therefore, the R o m a n s developed and used the
semi-circular arch extensively throughout their empire. Around this period, craftsmen
learnt a set of basic rules on arch proportions, which were evolved through the centuries.
During this ancient period more considerations were given to the aesthetic qualities of the
arches rather than to its likely structural performance and as a result, m a n y arches
collapsed when their centring was removed (Tellett, 1986).

2.2.2 Seventeenth Century: Robert Hooke's "line of thrust" approach
The British scientist, Robert H o o k e (Hooke, 1676) was probably the first
scientist in the world to develop an understanding of arch behaviour. The behaviour of
arch was simulated as an inverted suspension chain (Harvey and Smith, 1987) as
illustrated in Figure 2.1.

\s ^m$ <^%
Cable Arch Line of thrust
Figure 2.1 Hooke's Experimental Approach to the Arch.

2.2.3 Eighteenth Century: The mechanism method
In the eighteenth century French engineers made considerable advancement in the
understanding of the structural stability of masonry arches.

O n e of the most

representative methods developed during that time was Couplet's Mechanism Method
(Heyman, 1976). Couplet tested model arches, and found that arches collapsed by
breaking into four pieces, i.e. by forming a failure mechanism. Thus by 1730, the
mechanics of the arch stability were well understood and the theory could be applied to
the analysis and design of masonry arches. Unfortunately, this approach did not gain
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widespread application. About the same period, another French engineer, Coulomb
(Heyman, 1972), rediscovered Couplet's contribution and developed his method further
in 1733. F r o m his study and observations, it was concluded that it is only necessary to
find one line of thrust contained within the arch boundaries that satisfies the equilibrium
conditions to ensure stability under the given loading conditions. The method of collapse
mechanism is shown in Figure 2.2 (Heyman, 1981).

Figure 2.2 Collapse Mechanism of an Arch.

2.2.4

Nineteenth

Century:

T h e elastic analysis

In 19th century, the design method was advanced significantly by several
scientists and engineers. The most commonly used concept of structural analysis was
developed by an Italian engineer, Castigliano (1879) incorporating the strain energy
method and derived a linear relationship between load and displacement prior to cracking.
Unfortunately, this analysis only considered displacements in the arch and assumed that
the supporting abutments remained rigid. In practice, small movements of the supports
produce large changes in the distribution of stress within an arch. In cases where
foundation movement does take place, this method of analysis m a y produce large errors
and as a consequence the results should be treated with caution.

2.2.5 Twentieth Century: The line of thrust
M a n y engineers developed their o w n methods for calculating the "line of thrust"
in an arch. Most of these methods were graphical, but some designers preferred to rely
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on their mathematical skills (Harvey and Smith, 1987). S o m e of these methods are
outlined as below:-

a) Pippard's development
A m o n g these methods, the elastic behaviour of arch was studied in some detail by
Pippard w h o used Castigliano's strain energy theorem to calculate the three redundant
forces in a fixed end arch (Tellett, 1986). This study depended upon deriving a line of
thrust which could be contained within the middle third of the archribwhilst maintaining
equilibrium with the applied loading. This assumption led to the development of a well
k n o w n no-tension criterion as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (Harvey, 1986; S a w k o and
Towler, 1982). For no tensile stress on the fibre it can be shown that the following
relationship holds.

i-^>0 (21)
where
e = eccentric distance from the centre line of loading,
P = applied load,
b = thickness of block,
d = width of the block (see Figure 2.3),
e < d/6 (middle third rule).

The assumption of zero tension is conservative since masonry could resist small
tensile stress. Thus the equation m a y be written as follows:-

Kf"S'ft

(2 2)

-
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where
ft = tensile strength of the material.
However, Pippard's analysis has been proven to be extremely conservative as the
load which produces the first crack in an arch would not cause failure of the whole arch.

Central load

Load off centre

Load on border
of middle third

Load outside of
middle third

Compression
Figure 2.3 Middle Third Rule to B e Applied on an Arch.

b) The plastic theorems and the mechanism method
In the beginning of the last decade, H e y m a n (1981) further reviewed many of the
old theories and developed a mechanism analysis procedure utilising the concept of
plastic hinge. The analysis assumed that at the point where the line of thrust touches
either the intrados or the extrados, a plastic hinge is formed. Generally, a collapse
mechanism for a fixed end arch is assumed to have occurred if at least four such hinges
are formed. This proved beyond doubts that failure of the whole arch does not occur
when the first crack is induced. Based on these assumptions, H e y m a n (1981) developed
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a simplified approach for the collapse of an arch rib as shown in Figure 2.4. The value of
the plastic moment at the hinges is obtained as follows:-

M ==
P

PL (l-X)(l+xy
4

2
(3-X)

where P = applied load, M p = plastic moment and X defines the position of P.

Instantaneous Centre

Figure 2.4 Failure Mechanism and Plastic Moment in an Arch.

(2.3)
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Heyman's (1980) method involves a trial and error technique (1969) that would
need to be computerised for easy application. A n alternative 'plastic' approach has been
computerised by Delbecq (1982).

However, opposite to Pippard's method, both

Heyman's (1981) and Delbecq's (1982) analyses tend to overestimate the collapse load.
Note that none of these analyses can cover the progressive failure of the structure or the
phenomenon of crack propagation.

2.3 Finite Element Methods for Masonry and Masonry Arches
The only real alternative method for rational analysis is the m o d e m technique of
the finite element method and

most recently, numerous attempts have been m a d e to

develop finite element models for analysing the behaviour of masonry structures.
Depending upon the type of problems, either a two dimensional or three dimensional
analysis m a y be used. A s discussed earlier, masonry can be ascribed as a two-phase
material consisting of elastic brick set in an inelastic mortar matrix (Page, 1978). This
characteristic of masonry has undoubtedly m a d e the analysis of its structural behaviour
more complex. Thus, isotropic elastic behaviour has usually been assumed to simplify the
problem (Saw, 1974). This assumption, however, has been proved to be satisfactory in
predicting the structural behaviour w h e n material is at low stress levels in the working
range. But at high stress levels, this assumption would lead to an inadequate prediction
w h e n extensive stress redistribution occurs. This redistribution is actually caused by
nonlinear material behaviour, and the onset of cracking or crushing of the material. In
recent studies, these characteristics of masonry have been taken into account by modelling
bricks and mortar joints separately in a finite element analysis (Page, 1978). However
this technique is only applied in the analysis of masonry walls subjected to in-plane
concentrated load.
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In masonry arches analyses, mainly one dimensional finite element analyses have

been carried out (Crisfield, 1985; Sawko and Towler, 1981 et al). These nonlinear f

element approaches were developed to overcome the inadequacies of some of the earli

methods such as the elastic analysis and the mechanism method discussed in Sections

2.2.4 and 2.2.5. The present study has used a two dimensional nonlinear finite elem

method to analyse the progressive failure of both single and multispan masonry arch
bridges. More details of this method will be discussed through Chapters 4 to 7.

2.3.1 Linear elastic finite element analyses
Many investigators have used simple elastic finite element analyses for modelling
the in-plane behaviour of masonry walls assuming that masonry to be a homogeneous
and isotropic material. Average elastic properties were normally used representing

whole structural material in the analysis (Riddington and Stafford-Smith, 1977; Kos
and Green, 1979). Stafford-Smith (1971) also made improvement on the modelling by

considering brick masonry as a two-phase material. This was done by treating the br

and joints separately, by assigning each material with different elastic properties

The elastic finite element models were mainly used to study the nature of the stres
distributions, rather than to predict failure of the structure.

Elastic finite element analyses of masonry arches were first carried out by Dave

(1974) who experienced difficulties in achieving the radial deflection of the arch.
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2.3.2 Nonlinear finite element analyses of m a s o n r y structures
The actual behaviour of a masonry structure cannot be predicted by a linear elastic
analysis because such analysis is unable to take into considerations the geometrical and
material nonlinearities. Only a nonlinear finite element analysis can be used to realistically
model the nonlinear characteristics of masonry structures including walls and arches.

a) Masonry walls
A s described previously, masonry is a complex material consisting of an
assemblage of bricks and mortar joints, each with different properties. Its behaviour is
m a d e more complex by the mortar joints acting as planes of weakness due to their low
tensile and shear bond strength. Thus, it is necessary to develop models which reflect
this complex behaviour of masonry walls.

Baroni et al (1979) proposed a finite element model for the analysis of masonry
structures assuming masonry as a continuum with generalised planes of weakness.
Ganhu (1977, 1981) used the constant strain triangular elements to model the bricks and
mortar joints. However, the influence of planes of weakness of the mortar joints was
ignored and the results obtained from this model did not compare satisfactorily with the
experimental results because of the use of a coarse finite element mesh and the exclusion
of the effects of mortar joints.

Samarasinghe (1982) developed a finite element model using four noded
rectangular elements mesh for the in-plane behaviour of brick masonry. Nonlinearities
due to cracking of the elements subjected to biaxial tension-compression were considered.
However his model did not consider material nonlinearity or to account for other modes
of failure. Calvi and Gobetti (1983) developed a model which accounted for the
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nonlinearities due to cracking of brick masonry by incorporating

eight noded

isoparametric elements with 2x2 Gaussian integration points in their masonry model.

All the analyses mentioned above considered brick masonry as a homogeneous
material. In 1978, Page (1978) first proposed a nonlinear non-homogeneous finite
element model capable of predicting nonlinear deformation and progressive cracking of
joints. Bricks were modelled using four-noded rectangular plane stress elements. Mortar
joints were modelled using a four-noded one dimensional interface element; the brick
elements assumed to remain elastic. The joint elements were allowed to deform
nonlinearly, to crack under a limiting value of tensile stress and slide under shear and
compressive stresses. The method showed good results in predicting the behaviour of
masonry walls. However, the main limitation of the method is that it is incapable of
predicting brick failure.

b) Masonry arches
Crisfield (1981) and Towler (1981) independently were believed to be the first to
apply the finite element method to the failure analysis of masonry arch bridges. Whereas
Crisfield (1981) used both the straight and curved b e a m elements in his work, Towler's
study (1981) was based on a straight beam element. The nonlinear properties of masonry
were considered in their analyses. The work of Towler was extended by Rouf (1984) ,who
using a curved beam element,

concluded that failure of an arch could be caused by

shear, in addition to material failure of the masonry or it can fail by developing a
mechanism. In his work, the beam finite element is considered to be uncracked if the
mid-section of the arch rib remains uncracked; otherwise it is considered to be fully
cracked. A s a result, stress redistribution due to cracking of the material cannot be
considered. This inadequacy is inherent in the simplified method in which one
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dimensional b e a m element is used where the numerical solution is based on the properties
at the centre of the element which assumes the full depth of the arch.

2.3.3 No-tension finite element method
No-tension finite element approach was first used in the field of rock mechanics
by Zienkiewicz et al. (1968) in the late 1960's. In their study, the finite element model
was based on the 'stress-transfer' method for the analysis of jointed rock. T h e rock mass
with numerous joints and fissures w a s assumed to possess 'no tensile strength'. The
most obvious approach to the problem of the no-tension solution can be simply stated as
follows:-

(a) The problem is analysed as an isotropic elastic one and checks are carried out
where tensile principal stresses are developed, adding any initial (or residual)
stresses which m a y be present before the loading operation began.

(b) At the end of (a), the zones of certain tensile principal stresses will be
delineated. A s the material is assumed to be incapable of sustaining
tensions, they are eliminated by transferring to the surrounding elements.

(c) The structure is now re-analysed for the effect of the de-stressing. During
this process the structural behaviour is again assumed as elastic. The
tensile stresses m a y occur again during the stresses redistribution process
but their values would be expected to be smaller in comparison to that of the
previous stage.
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(d) If at the end of stage (c) principal tensile stresses are still in existence,
steps(b) and (c) are repeated until all tensile stresses are reduced to a negligible
quantity.

Progressive cracking in the rock mass could then be studied using this method.

Since masonry is similar in properties to rock, Ali and Page (1989) has applied
this concept to analyse the cracking of solid brick masonry walls subjected to
concentrated loads.

2.4 Experimental Works on Masonry Arches
Once each theory is developed, it should be tested experimentally before being
applied to the real structures. However, testing of brick masonry arches is very costly.
The British T R R L in Berkshire and the Science and Engineering Research Council jointiy
sponsored a large research programme (Harvey, 1986) to re-examine the present method
of assessing the traffic load carrying capacity of brick and stone masonry arch bridges.
This section interprets the test results by the existing theories (Heyman, 1981 and
Crisfield, 1985).

2.4.1 Analysis of test bridge at Bridgemill
The bridge at Bridgemill near Girvan in Strathclyde was the first in the
programme of full-scale arch tests (Hendry, Davies and Royles, 1985). Built in 1876 it
remained in superb condition. The arch ring was of dressed stone voussoirs 7 1 1 m m
thick, the width of the bridge was 8,300mm with the span of 18,288 m m

and rise of

2,840mm (see Figure 2.5). The spandrel walls were of coarse squared rustic masonry.
Only 2 0 0 m m of surfacing covered the arch at the crown. Material densities were
2650 kg/m 3 for the masonry, and 2038 kg/m 3 for the fill.
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Using the mechanism analysis, the result yields a failure knife-edge load of

430kN/m. In the test, Bridgemill failed at a maximum of 360kN/m at the quarter po

Cracks formed as predicted by the mechanism analysis, but the maximum load was mu

less than that calculated. The failure was not by forming a mechanism as predicte

analysis. This is shown in Figure 2.6 in which the line of thrust touches both in

and extrados in a number of regions which may introduce the failure mechanism. Bu

reality, the arch failed by snap through buckling. As the load increased, the arc
into a smooth hollow under it, rather like the exaggerated curve shown in the
computerised mesh diagram in Figure 2.8.

L = 18.29m
^

^-

Figure 2.5 Leading Dimensions of Bridgemill Bridge.

The basis of the mechanism method is that no significant deformation takes place

between the hinge points. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the difference between the two

analyses. This breakdown of the method presents a severe problem if it is to be a

without thought. Although there are a number of possible reasons for the inadequa
result obtained from the method, it is obvious that a rather simplified approach
to fully predict the behaviour of a real bridge.
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Line of thrust
Plastic hinge
Figure 2.6 Bridgemill at Predicted Failure Load of 430kN/m.

Plastic hinge
Figure 2.7 Bridgemill at Actual Failure Load of 360kN/m.

Figure 2.8 Buckling of Bridgemill Bridge at a Higher Load than Predicted by
Mechanism Method.
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In the one dimensional finite element analysis (Crisfield, 1985), very high values

were adopted for the Young's modulus (E = 15000 MPa) and the compressive strength
(f

c

= 44MPa) in order to converge the solution to the "mechanism" collapse load

360kN/m. Since the one dimensional finite element model has limitations in fully

simulating the effect of spandrel fill and modelling the progressive crack propa
somewhat speculative. Thus a two dimensional finite element analysis is required

provide more realistic results. The Bridgemill bridge is later on analysed in Se
using the analytical method developed in this thesis.

2.4.2 Analysis of test bridge at Bargower
Bargower was the second bridge tested in the TRRL programme (Hendry et al,

1986; Crisfield and Packham, 1987). The bridge which was tested to destruction in

1985, was built from local materials similar to those at Bridgemill. The only im

difference was that the bridge was semi-circular. The dimensions are shown in Fig
2.9. The span was 10 360mm. The dressed stone arch ring was 533mm thick and the

width of the bridge was 8,680mm. One abutment was supported by a rock face, while

the other was situated on softer ground, but no movement of the springing was det
before failure.

The test results were examined by two methods: one did not consider the presence
of spandrel fill and the other did. Figure 2.10 gives the result of analysis of

subjected to dead load with no horizontal pressure from the fill. The bridge seem

inadequate, but the introduction of at rest earth pressures yields the result in
which shows the bridge in quite a different light.
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h=1.2m

Figure 2.9 Leading Dimensions of Bargower Bridge.

Line of thrust

Figure 2.10 Bargower Failure Load at 200kN/m without Fill Pressure.
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Figure 2.11 Bargower Failure Load at 580kN/m with Fill Pressure.

Failure of the bridge took place at a knife-edge load of about 650kN/m width.
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the effect of this load on the bridge without and with
horizontal earth pressure. The analysis shows the bridge to be capable of carrying only
200kN/m without considering horizontal fill pressure. Once such pressure is allowed
for, the mechanism failure is predicted at 580kN/m, in comparison to the actual failure
load of 647 kN/m. It was observed in this case that the mechanism did not form fully and
failure took place as a result of crushing of the masonry. Thus, this method of analysis
yielded satisfactory results. It should be noted that the analysis shows the steep angle
between the line of thrust and extrados under the loading point. Since Bargower bridge
was so deep that the strength of the arches was dependant on the fill as shown in Figures
2.10 and 2.11. Such behaviour can be better modelled using the two dimensional finite
element model to be presented in Section 7.6.

The above studies have given some insight into the use of simplified methods
which no doubt m a y give a quicker solution. But the major limitation of simplified
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solutions is that they lead to inadequate results. Therefore, the results should be treated
with caution.

2.5 Summary
This chapter has briefly reviewed the research work carried out throughout history
on the development of methods of analysis for masonry arch structures. It is apparent that
although considerable thought has been given to the problem of arch behaviour over the
past 300 years, certain aspects require further research. F r o m the literature review, it is
clear that all previous failure analyses of masonry arch bridges were basically limited to
one dimensional finite element approach. Thus, the results on crack propagation and local
crushing failure, have been inadequate. Although, the two dimensional finite element
analysis developed by (Page, 1978) offers m a n y advantages, but it is restricted in the
analysis of masonry wall subjected to an in-plane concentrated loads. This method
therefore, is not applicable to the masonry arch structures which behave significantly
different. It is also apparent that no attempts have been m a d e to analyse multispan
masonry arch bridges. It is therefore, necessary to carry out further research in the
following areas:-

i) Development of a two-dimensional nonlinear finite element model for
masonry arches.
ii)

The effects of both the material and geometrical properties.

iii) The spandrel effects on the behaviour of masonry arches.
iv)

The behaviour of masonry arch bridges under support movements.

v)

The study of multispan masonry arch bridges under support movements.
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CHAPTER 3

INVESTIGATION ON AN EXISTING BRIDGE STANWELL PARK VIADUCT

3.1 Introduction
In the N e w South Wales railway network, there are 123 brick masonry arch
bridges scattered all around the State. Most of these bridges were built in the 1910's and
1920's w h e n the only indigenous construction materials available were timber, bricks
and building stones. Recently, some of these structures have exhibited deterioration
mainly in the form of progressive cracking and in some cases, bricks are k n o w n to have
fallen from the soffits. The most serious case which has received a great deal of publicity
is the Stanwell Park Viaduct. This eight span brick viaduct, which is considered to be a
major engineering structure is 70 years old. It has suffered severe damage which m a y be
due to adjacent ground settlements (Maunsell and Partners, 1986). Based on the
observed records, the damage if any, was expected to begin in the July/August period of
1985 when the ground movements due to mining started. The first occurrence of major
cracking in the viaduct was reported in Span 3 and progressive cracking of the viaduct
continued, culminating in to a major failure of Span 6.

Observations made over the years at the Stanwell Park site have indicated that
there have been large ground movements due in part to the nearby underground coal
mining activities. Such movements m a y have contributed to the deterioration of the
viaduct. N o analysis is k n o w n to have been carried out to quantitatively correlate the
ground movements and crack propagation in multispan masonry arch bridges.
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The objective of this chapter is to review the behaviour of the superstructure and
also to present both its failure history and an analysis of the failure patterns. The

information provided in this chapter is aimed to help the analysis of the viaduct in Ch
9 using the proposed finite element program. The results are compared therein between
the analytical solution and the observation of the viaduct, presented in this chapter.

3.2 Quality of Viaduct Construction
Various site observations, dimension measurements, core drilling and the 1920
construction photographs confirm the fact that the Viaduct was soundly constructed and
was well founded. The piers and abutments were founded on the better quality Stanwell
Park Claystone. Experience with dam construction and rock cuttings indicates that any

potential ground response due to significant alteration of the rock stress field, by th
viaduct foundation excavation, would have occurred during the construction period or
almost within two to three years after completion (State Rail Authority of NSW, 1987).

Comparison of 1920 construction photographs and those taken in 1956 indicates

that no perceptible ground movement was caused by the viaduct construction or exhibited
during the following 36 years. A collection of SRA archive photographs taken around
1956 show the structure to be in very good condition, with no visible deformation or

structural distress, and with no sign of cracks of the type which eventually closed the
viaduct to the traffic in December 1985.

By August 1983, minor longitudinal compressive strain started to appear on the
Viaduct but did not affect the performance of the structure. Prior to August 1985 only
minor deformation and cracking of the brickwork was noted, no repairs had been

required and the viaduct had not caused any interruption to train traffic. The evidence
the viaduct was in good condition in 1985 is shown in Figure 3.1.
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3.3

History and Cracking Patterns of the Stanwell Park Viaduct
In this section, the history of structural damage to the viaduct is chronologically

described and illustrated in Figures 3.2 to 3.17. The main observations derived from the
regular inspection reports are given below.

(/) By 1418185: The first significant cracking was reported on 14/8/85 and
involved a severe vertical crack (designated No.l) running longitudinally underneath the
arch of span 3.

The crack opened up to 1 6 9 m m wide at the soffit as shown in

Figure 3.2.

(2) By 28/8/85: The plan view of the viaduct is shown in Figure 3.3. By the end
of August additional cracks on the upside face of the viaduct were apparent. Crack No.2
extended from Abutment 1 to about the middle of Pier 3 and formed an approximately
horizontal line between the base of the parapet and the top of the arches. A similar crack,
No. 3, occurred running north from the face of the Wollongong abutment (Abutment 2) to
the Sydney end of Pier 7. Crack No.4 extended across the spandrel on the upside face
above Piers 3 and 4. Cracks No.2, No.3 and No.4 are shown in Figure 3.4.

(3) By 10/9/85: Further horizontal cracks (Crack No.4 as shown in Figure 3.4)
across the spandrel were noted on the downsideface above Piers 3 and 4. Spalling had
started to affect the downside face of Arch 7. A n open transverse Crack No.5 was noted
at the soffit of Arch 7 as indicated in Figure 3.5. Crack No.6 also accrued in the spandrel
above Arch 7 and opened up the horizontal mortar lines (Figures 3.6 and 3.7). At the
same period, Crack No.7 appeared in the spandrel above Pier 6 (Figure 3.6). Cracks
No.6 and No.7 proved to be the precursors of major failure of Span 6. H u m p i n g of the
parapets has also been observed over Spans 6 and 7 (see Figure 3.8).
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IIHI

Figure 3.2 Crack No.l at the Soffit of Arch 3 (Downside, by 14/8/1985).

Abutment 1
Downside

Abutment 2

North

Figure 3.3 Plan View of the Viaduct.
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Figure 3.4 Elevation and Cracks on the Downside Face (by 28/8/85).
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Figure 3.5 Cracks on the underside of the Viaduct (by 10/9/85).
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Figure 3.6 Crack No.6 Noted in the Spandrel above Arch 7 (Downside, by 10/9/85).

Figure 3.7 Crack No.6 Shears through Spandrel from Dogtooth to Top of Span 7
(Upside, by 10/9/85).
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Figure 3.8 Humping of Spans 6 and 7 (Downside, by 30/10/85).

(4)

Visual observations upto 30/10/85: Around this period, Crack No.3 had

extended towards Sydney over the arch of Span 7 and ended in the middle of Pier 6. At
the Wollongong abutment end during the same period, Crack No.3 had propagated
towards the south (Figure 3.4) and stepped upwards slightly with a small area of surface
stress spalling near its end. Four major transverse cracks had developed on the underside
of Span 6 (see Figure 3.9).

Meanwhile surface spalling was also developing on the underside of Span 6. That
indicates the build up of high compressive stresses. Crack No.7 had begun to hinge
allowing the arch to buckle upward. The opening of Crack No.7 had allowed 5 intact
bricks to fall out. A n d two transverse cracks (Crack No.9) had occurred at the soffit of
Span 4. The condition of underside of the viaduct at this time is shown by Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.9 Cracking on Underside of Span 6 (by 30/10/85).

(5) Visual inspection report on 15/11/85: Cracking of Arch 6 had become
more severe with some crushing of bricks and further opening of the horizontal cracks
(No.7) as shown in Figure 3.10.

(6) Visual inspection report on 7/12/85: On the 7th December the erratic
movement of Pier 6 was recorded. It has been found that there was severe disruption of
the rings of Arch 6 with the formation of the hinges. Crack No.3 had fully sheared
upwards into the joint above the 'dogtooth course' at Wollongong end (see Figure 3.11).

(7) Visual inspection report from 9th December to the end of December
1985: Crack No.7 propagated to a dangerous extent with formation of hinges,
change of shape and loss of areas of brickwork from the soffit (Figure 3.12). It broke
through the arch ring of Span 6 which led to the belief that its failure was imminent (see
Figures 3.13 and 3.14). B y this stage noticeable humping of the track had also occurred,
particularly over Spans 4 and 6 as shown in Figure 3.15.
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(8)

Inspection report in post December

1985 period:

Around 20 February

1986, just after the replacement of Span 6 and the application of tie bars, an incline
in the parapet, which had existed since August 1985 began to open dramatically at the
crown of Arch 4. Details are given in Figure 3.16. This led to the plan of an
"underpining" concrete arch.

With the failure of Span 6 and its demolition in early January 1986, the excess

longitudinal compressive stresses, which had built up in the Viaduct, were reduced. Th
horizontal shearing displacements in the superstructure ceased. The humping in the

arches settled down and the arches returned to a more normal profile. A differential r
or "ramp", was now visible across Span 4. It appeared that Piers 4, 5 and 6 have

suffered differential uplift from their original positions. This ramp is shown in Figu
3.17 taken on the 15/4/86. This should be compared with the pre-mining shape, as

shown in Figure 3.18, which showed an undeformable line along the top of the structure.

Figure 3.10 Shear Failure through Span 6 (Downside by 10/9/85).
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Figure 3.11 Sheared through Spandrel from Dogtooth to T o p of Span 8
Pownside, by 7/12/85)

Figure 3.12 Loss of Brick from Beneath Span 6 (Upside, by 9/12/85).
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Figure 3.14 Overall View of Shear across Pier 6 and through Arch 6
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Figure 3.16 Progressive Opening of Cracks on Span 4 (Downside).
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Figure 3.17 Ramping Effect due to Differential Uplift in Piers 4, 5 and 6
(Downside, by 15/4/86).

Figure 3.18 The Viaduct Shape Before the Ground Movement Activity
(Downside, by 1985).
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3.4

Structural M o v e m e n t s after Replacing Arch 6

Since Arch 6 was replaced by the composite beam, the horizontal thrusts of H5

and H6 produced by Arches 5 and 7 can no longer be resisted by H5 and H'6 produce

by Arch 6 (see Figure 3.19). Thus, the whole structure had a tendency to move towa

Span 6 from both sides as confirmed by the precise surveying done by the State Ra

Authority engineers. As can be seen in Figure 3.20 that the structural deformatio
assumed as a function of time.

The replacement of Span 6 helps to release the high compressive stresses in the

deck. But the structural movement could no longer be controlled. The spans of Arc

4, 5 as well as 7 have increased as shown in Figure 3.20. Tensile stresses have b
induced in these arches. This is, however, beyond the scope of the present study

will not be discussed in the thesis. The summary of the shear cracking and longit
compression of the viaduct structure is given in Figure 3.21.

*H<

H,

Arch 6

Figure 3.19 Structural Deformation after the Replacement of Arch 6.
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3.5

Summary
This chapter discussed the observed structural behaviour and the history of

progressive failure in some local areas of the Stanwell Park Viaduct in N S W . It has been
shown that this superstructure has exhibited some kind of severe structural deterioration.
O n e of the main causes of the damage has been focussed on the ground movements. This
behaviour is analysed in Chapter 9 using the analytical procedure developed in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS OF MASONRY BEFORE FAILURE

4.1 Introduction
For a structural analysis to be accurate, the true representation of the material
characteristics in the different stress ranges is essential. Thus, it is necessary to establish
the representative stress-strain or constitutive relationships of masonry over pre-failure
and post-failure ranges. T h e experimental investigation conducted by Dhanasdkar et al.
(1985) has led to the conclusion that prior to failure, brick masonry exhibits elastic brittle
behaviour w h e n it is subjected to either biaxial tension-tension or tension-compression
stress state, but it shows nonlinear characteristics w h e n under either uniaxial compression
or biaxial compression-compression stress state. This chapter describes the material
constitutive relationships of brick masonry in various states of stresses before failure.

4.2 Assumptions
Since bricks and mortar are not treated separately in the present analysis, the
average masonry properties are assumed. F r o m the experimental results reported by Ali
(1987) and reproduced in Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the stress-strain curves of
masonry and bricks are similar. Both materials behave elastically almost up to failure, but
mortar exhibits strong nonlinear stress-strain characteristics, thereby allowing
inelastic deformations to occur in masonry structures.

However, this assumption may not be really satisfactory due to the fact that
masonry is a two-phase material consisting of elastic bricks set in an inelastic mortar
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matrix. Thus, the assumption of the average masonry properties in the present study is
expected to lead to a somewhat stiffer arch. This in return could result in an overestimate
of the failure load due to the higher material strengths in tension, compression and shear.
The errors induced by this assumption could be justified by evaluating the material
properties. Alternatively, the brick properties could be used to represent the upper bound
failure strength whereas the mortar properties m a y be adopted to give the lower bound
failure strength of the structure. This aspect is further discussed in Section 8.2.5.

4.3 Material Properties
The nonlinear finite element method developed requires the provision of material
properties that relate to the brickwork rather than the brick or mortar alone due to the
assumption m a d e which is to consider the brick masonry material as a whole.
Consequently, allowance must be m a d e for the influence of the mortar.

In order to work out a reasonable representative material constitutive relationship,
some investigations should be carried out on the material behaviour of brick and mortar
individually. This investigation is based on s o m e published experimental results
(Dhanasekar et al, 1985 and Ali, 1987).

4.3.1 Properties of Bricks
The basic components of brick masonry are bricks and mortar, and the physical
properties and strength of bricks vary over a wide range of values. This is mainly due to
the fact that the raw material selected for brick manufacture and the workmanship as
well as the geometry of the specimens vary considerably .

Bricks are assumed isotropic and elastic but these assumptions neglect the small
degree of anisotropy evident in the test results carried out by Page (1978). F r o m a group
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of experiments conducted by Ali (1987), it was found that the average value for modulus
of elasticity normal to the bed joint, g, _ 17000 MPa

ana

"

mat

perpendicular to the

joint,EDp= 14700 MPa Or, Ebpmay be used as the brick elastic modulus. The modulus

of elasticity used for masonry in this study basically depends upon the experime
model to be studied. For example, for Towler's arch (1981), E=18666.7MPa; for the
Bridgemill Bridge, E=15000MPa; and, for the Bargower Bridge E=14100MPa. The

effect of the modulus of elasticity will be studied in Section 8.2.1. The averag

Poisson's ratio for brick is 0.18. The tensile strength, ft, and compressive stre
are 1.2MPa and 15.2MPa respectively. Again, f

t

and f

c

will be verified depending

the experimental model to be studied (Sections 7.3, 7.5 and 7.7). Alternatively,

two masonry strengths may be used for the bound failure analysis (see Section 8.2.

o
0_
C/>

0.002

• 0.004

0.006

Strain
Figure 4.1 Average Stress-Strain Curves for Bricks, Brick Masonry and Mortar.
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a) In tension
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b) In compressive

Note: E = E o before failure.

Figure 4.2 Constitutive Relationships of Brick Masonry before Failure.

4.3.2 M o r t a r properties
A s the basic component of brick masonry the material characteristics of mortar are
very important. Mortar is basically a composite of cement, water, lime and sand. The
properties of mortar are therefore very m u c h dependent upon the ratio of these
constituents. A study of the strength characteristics of mortar is beyond the scope of the
present work and only relevant properties for mortar with the mix ratio of 1: 0: 5 (i.e. the
ratio for - cement:lime:beach sand) are discussed. F r o m All's tests the value of 7 4 0 0 M P a
is used as the initial modulus of elasticity E m ; . Poisson's ratio is 0.21. The strength
values for mortar are taken as 0.78MPa in tension strength and 8.5MPa in compression
strength. These mortar properties m a y be used to achieve the lower bond failure of the
masonry structures. However, these mortar properties are superficial and m a y not be
applicable to other masonry structures. These values surely vary with different kind of
bricks and mortar. They can be handled or verified in the finite element program to obtain
the appropriate values. M o r e studies are carried out in a later chapter (see Sections 8.2.1
and 8.2.2).
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4.3.3 M a s o n r y
The behaviour of masonry is markedly influenced by the orientation of the mortar
joint to the applied loads (Page, 1978). F r o m the constitutive relationship curves of
brick, mortar and brickwork shown in Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the masonry and
brick curves are very similar and close to each other. Therefore the properties of masonry
are taken to have similar values as brick. Generally, the values of the material properties
for masonry depends very m u c h upon the different bonding techniques between bricks
and mortar as well as the differences in the stress gradient.

In the previous research by Crisfield (1985), it has been argued that the En value
has little effect on the strength of masonry arches. But for shallow arches, this
assumption no longer holds true. The results have indicated that, with a softer material
(small Eo value), the collapse load can be reached before all the "plastic hinges" have
fully developed in the arch. This effect has been found to be less pronounced for deep
arches.

Although it is difficult to assess the material properties, a range of values can be
tested using the computer program developed, which is both fast and convenient to run.
This again is discussed in Section 8.2.1.

4.4 Stress-Strain Relationships before Failure
T h e stress-strain characteristics of brick, mortar and masonry have been
investigated experimentally by m a n y researchers (Smith and Young, 1955; Saenz, 1964;
Tulin and Gerstle, 1964 and Powell and Hodgkinson, 1976). The average stress-strain
curves have been obtained by these investigators. The trend of the material behaviour
(the characteristics of these curves) follows a similar pattern but the actual property values
as obtained from the curves m a y be different. This can be influenced by the testing
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techniques applied, the materials used as wall as the type of equipments used for testing.
T h e present study mainly considers the constitutive relationship for brick and masonry.
The stress-strain relationship for mortar is briefly mentioned.

4.4.1 Material in tension-tension or tension-compression stress-state
If the material is in either biaxial tension-tension or tension-compression stress
state, the elastic-brittle behaviour (as depicted in Figure 4.2a) is assumed. This behaviour
has been proved experimentally (Dhanasekar et al, 1985). In this case the elastic material
matrix is kept constant up to the state of stress which violates the appropriate failure
criterion. T h e stress-strain relationship can be described in an incremental form as
follows :•

1 \) 0 \
ldo:

u

da.

dr*y,

1-u

i o !

0 oJ

r

de.

(4.1)

dyxy

where
a* and c y are the normal stresses in the global x and y directions,
x x y is the shear stress,
En is the initial tangent modulus,
1) is the Poisson's ratio,
G=E/(2*(l+v)) is the shear modulus,
e x and £y are the strains in the x and y directions and finally
y xy is the shear strain.

Equation. 4.1 can also be depicted in short-form as:
{da} = [D e ]{de}

(4.1a)
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where [D e ] is referred to as the elastic material matrix and {do} and {de} are the
incremental stress and strain vectors respectively.

4.4.2 Uniaxial compression or compression-compression stress state
When the material is in uniaxial compression or biaxial compression-compression

stress state, the nonlinear material characteristics (Figure 4.2b) are assumed and th
simplified material properties matrix takes the form:-

1

1)

\)

1 0

0

do
Et

da.
dxxy.

1-0)

0

0

l-i)

de.

(4.2)

dy x

y,

2 =

where E t is the modulus appropriate to a given stress level. In the short-form, Equation
4.2 can be rewritten as:-

{da} = [Dep] (de)

(4.2a)

where [Dep] is the elasto-plastic material stiffness matrix.

The constitutive relationship of masonry material under uniaxial compression or
biaxial compression-compression stress state may be represented by a parabolic curve.
Powell and Hodgkinson (1976) have tested four types of brick masonry samples in

unicompression to failure. From the tests, it was found that the constitutive relatio
of the material may closely be represented by a second order polynomial:-

o
_ , e , . e .2
7 r-=2( — ) - ( — )
c

e
c

cu

e
c

cu

(4.3)
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where
a and e are the instantaneous stress and strain respectively and
fc is the uniaxial compressive strength of the material and
ecu is the uniaxial compressive strain at the stress level of f

c

(see Figure 4.2).

It should be noted that Equation 4.3 varies depending upon the material to be
used. For example, the slope of the tangent modulus (modulus of elasticity) may be

greater if the material is stiffer (caused in part by the bond between the bricks and t
mortar).

The initial tangent modulus En is given as (for Equation 4.3 only):

En= — l e = o =
de ecu

2

—

(4.4)

For a given stress level, the value o f E t under uniaxial compression or biaxial

compression-compression stress state can be extracted from the appropriate stress-stra
curve (Equation 4.3):

a

E=4 - = f*
»

de

c

e2

(4.5)

*J ^
£

cu.

This simplification will save computing time significantly and the inaccuracy

induced could be justified by using biaxial tests to determine the appropriate value o
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F r o m Saenz's experiments (1964) on concrete block, the following form of
stress-strain relationship in (Equation 4.6) provides the best agreement with the
experimental results.

Ene
a—

(4.6)
l+tEofc^Xe/eJ-Ke/eJ

where
En is the initial tangent modulus,
Egc is the secant modulus at ultimate strain £cU (see Figure 4.3).

-cu
Figure 4.3 Stress-Strain Relation of Saenz's Test.

The equation was derived from the tests with load parallel to the bed joint. The
results for the load normal to the bed joint was difficult to obtain. This equation

is applied to both directions (Ali, 1987). This is not unreasonable since the differe

properties in the two directions was within 15% (Ali, 1987). For a given stress level
value of Etcan be obtained as follows:-

da F E 0 - E 0 e F '
Et= — =
de

(4.7)
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where,
F = l + (Eo/Ecs) (e/ecu - 2) + (e/ecu)2,
F = (E 0 - 2E CS )/E cs e cu + 2e/ecU.

The constitutive relationships for mortar have been originally investigated by
Dhanasekar (1985). T h e material constitutive relationship of mortar is more complex
according to Dhanasekar (1985). Therefore, Ali (1987) suggested a simplified
exponential relationship as follows:-

e^ = 2.5xl0-5(eb*an-i) (4.8)
where
p

e n is the plastic strain,
a n is normal stress and
bn is constant with m e a n value of 0.57.

This stress-strain relationship is used in this study to obtain the lower bound
failure (Section 8.2.5).

For brick masonry, the stress-strain characteristics are assumed to have a similar
form to that of bricks. Therefore the material constitutive relationship for masonry will be
basically based on the one for bricks but with different material properties. This is to be
used for the purpose of comparison and will be discussed in Section 8.2.1.

4.5 Summary
The material properties and the constitutive relationships of bricks, mortar and
masonry before failure are discussed in this chapter. The equations which are chosen for
the proposed study are described.
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The material properties incorporated in the material behaviour models are selected
experimental results of other researchers such as Saenz (1964), Rouf (1982) and Ali
(1987). These properties, for example, Eo, E s c t), ft and fc, used for a given arch will
be analysed using the proposed finite element analysis. These will be presented again in
a parametric study described in Section 8.2.1.
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CHAPTER 5

FAILURE CRITERIA AND FRACTURE MODELLING

5.1 Introduction
The actual behaviour and strength of masonry material is quite complicated and in
order to define the fracture strength of the material, the stress-strain relationships in prefailure regime as discussed in the preceding chapter, suitable failure criteria and
representative fracture modelling are required. A m o n g m a n y factors, the strength
behaviour of masonry depends on the physical and mechanical properties of both the
bricks and mortar as well as the interconnecting bond . Another important factor is the
nature of loading which also affects the material behaviour. However, due to the above
mentioned complex factors, no simple mathematical model can be expected to completely
describe the strength properties of brick masonry under all loading conditions.
Therefore, a simplified model or set of criteria must be established to closely represent the
material behaviour. It m a y be noted that the masonry is a brittle material with properties
similar to plain concrete. Thus, the failure criteria for concrete proposed by Chen and
Saleeb (1982) have been adopted in the present study.

It has been extensively observed that the strength of concrete under multiple
stress conditions is a function of the state of stress and cannot be predicted using simple
tensile, compressive, and shearing stresses independently of each other (Chen and
Saleeb, 1982). In order to be able to achieve a proper evaluation of the material strength,
the interaction of various components of the state of stress should be considered.
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Considering the masonry material as a whole, the failures mainly follow two
distinct modes: the tensile , compressive and bond failures.

These two types of

failures are generally characterised by brittle behaviour and ductility respectively. The
tensile <

failure is defined by the formation of cracks and the loss of the tensile

strength normal to the crack direction, whereas the compressive type of failure is defined
by crushing of the material and a complete loss of its strength. If the mortar joints are
considered, then bond failure should be included.

5.2 Failure Criteria
Masonry is a material which exhibits distinct directional properties of weakness.
In fact, its in-plane failure cannot be defined simply in terms of the principal stresses G\
and 02 at any point (Page, 1980). Strictly the influence of the bed joint orientation 0
should be considered in both tension-tension stress state and tension-compression stress
state (see Figure 5.1). However, this analysis ignores the joint influence to avoid the
complexity of computation.

In this analysis, von Mises failure criterion is used to predict a crushing type of
failure for bricks (or mortar if the analysis of lower bound failure is required). Although
the use of this surface m a y be conservative in m a n y cases, its use is justified since most
failures in this study are tension related. T o account for the limited tensile capacity of
masonry, the von Mises surface, in this study, is combined with the m a x i m u m principal
stress surface or tension cutoff surface as shown in Figure 5.2 (Chen and Saleeb 1982).

The possible failure modes in various states of stress can be described with the
help of the so-called failure zones as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1 Biaxial Tension-Tension Performance of Brick Masonry.
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Figure 5.2 Cracking and Crushing Failure Surfaces of Brick Masonry.

5.2.1 Cracking of the material
a) Cracking in both principal stress directions
This occurs when the state of stress is of the biaxial tension-tension type and both
the tensile principal stresses lie outside the tensile failure envelope which is designated
zone 1 in Figure 5.2. In this situation the material loses its tensile strength completely.
The failed material stiffness matrix is given as follows:

()>E 0

pa =

0

0 <|)E 0
0

0

(5.1)

<t>G

where (|> is a crack-surface interlock factor, and m a y be taken as zero in this case.
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In the analysis of masonry arches subjected to concentrated loads, this kind of
failure is found u n c o m m o n . This is because masonry carries relatively low tensile
capacity and the line of thrust or spandrel fill always produce amount of compression in
the material. Normally material fails before the second principal tension exceeding the
failure criterion.

From the failure envelope shown in Zone 1 in Figure 5.2, it is noted that
considering one principal stress direction the tensile strength of the material in this
direction does not change with the introduction of tensile stresses in the other principal
stress direction. H o w e v e r , application of compressive stresses changes the tensile
strength as discussed below.

b) Cracking in one direction
This occurs w h e n the state of stress is of the tension-compression type and a
principal stress in the <5\ direction exceeds the limiting value prescribed by the tensile
failure surface (see zone 2 in Figure 5.2). In this case the material loses its tensile
strength in the direction parallel to ai and the material stiffness matrix after failure m a y be
written as:

[Df] =

0 0 0
0 E 0
0 0 p'G

(5.2)

where P' is the crack-surface interlock factor relevant to this failure mode.

For this failure m o d e , the cracked masonry m a y be assumed to retain some shear
stiffness due to interlocking/friction on the rough crack-surface. This is accounted for by
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giving the coefficient p' a very small value. This is to be further discussed in Section
8.2.1.

For the case of a principal stress in the G% direction exceeding the limiting value
prescribed by zone 3 (i.e. tension-compression) in Figure 5.2, the material loses its
tensile strength in the direction parallel to Gj- T h e material stiffness matrix takes the
following form:-

\Pi =

E
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
p'G

(5.3)

5.2.2 Crushing of the material
The crushing occurs when the state of stress is biaxial compression-compression
and the stress level exceeds the simplified von Mises failure surface shown as zone 4 in
Figure 5.1. Under this condition, the material also loses its strength completely. The
material stiffness matrix can be expressed as:-

<|)E 0
\D$ =

0

0 ()>E 0
0

(5.4)

0 <|>G

The value of <|> m a y be taken as zero in view of the completeness of the pure tension and
crushing failures.
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Fracture Modelling

The fracture modeling due to both cracking and crushing of the material is
described below.

5.3.1 Modelling of tensile cracking
The cracking of masonry is the most significant factor that dominates the
behaviour of masonry structures. This is because the material is weak in tension. In
present study the "smeared crack" model (Chen and Saleeb 1982) is adopted, where the
cracked masonry is assumed to remain as a continuum rather than embodying a single

discrete crack. The smeared crack is represented by an infinite number of parallel fi
across the cracked masonry element This is diagrammatically shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 "Smeared Crack" Model in Local Coordinates.

Before cracking, the un-cracked masonry is assumed to have the isotopic

behaviour. As the case may be, material stiffness matrix [De] given in Equation 4.1 or

the nonlinear elasto-plastic material properties matrix [Dep] given in Equation 4.2 is
However, at the onset of cracking the orthotopic material properties prevail at which

instance a new material matrix [Df] has to be calculated. The matrix [Df] relevant to
various cracking states have been given in Equations 5.1 to Equation 5.4.
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For a crack occurring in a direction parallel to the local t-axis as illustrated in
Figure 5.3, the stress-strain relationship takes the following form:-

(5.5)

which can be simplified as:-

{da} = [Df] {de}

(5.5a)

where the tangent stiffness matrix, [Df] is defined in Equations 5.1 to 5.4 for the different
material failure cases. For stiffness calculations, it is necessary to transform the tangent
stiffness matrix [Df] into the global coordinate system as follows:

[D] = [T]T[Df] [T]

(5.6)

where [TJ is a transformation matrix (Zienkiewicz, 1977) relating the global coordinates
and the local (crack) direction. It m a y be written as:-

[T] =

cos 6

sin 8

cos6sin8

sin 8

cos 8

-sin2G

sin28

-cos6sin8
2
2
cos 8 - sin 8

(5.7)

where 8 is the angle of the crack direction in relation to the global y-axis. Consequently,
the stress-strain relationship of the cracked material becomes

{da} = [D] {de}

(5.8)
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5.3.2 Modelling of crushing failure
It is assumed that w h e n crushing occurs under uniaxial compression or biaxial
compression-compression stress state, the element is assumed to be "smashed" and all
local stresses are released completely. It means that the material has lost its capacity to
sustain any further load or to resist any further deformation. This can be modified using
Equation 5.4 with <))=0.

5.4 Formation and Characteristics of Tensile Cracks and Compressive
Failures in a M a s o n r y Arch
For masonry arches, a crack would initiate opposite where the line of thrust is
tangential to the intrados or the extrados of an arch rib (see Figure 5.4). A s a result,
cracks can form not only just beneath the applied load, but also at other places depending
upon the location of the line of thrust. This is quite different from the structural
behaviour of a masonry wall subjected to a concentrated load where once the cracks form
below the loads, the propagation will continue vertically through the bed joints and
bricks. In the work of Ali (1987) on walls, a final failure is assumed when the vertical
crack beneath the load has propagated through 9 0 % of the height of the wall. O n the
other hand, for masonry arches of practical dimensions, the crack beneath the
concentrated load does not propagate all the w a y through the depth of the arch. Because
of the particular structural shape, the first group of cracks below the load would slow
d o w n as the load increases while the second group of cracks would appear in the other
tensile zones (see Figure 5.5). Finally failure occurs when an adequate number of plastic
hinges are formed.

In some cases, the line of thrust may touch neither the intrados nor the extrados of
the arch rib. Under this condition, the arch would fail due to material failure (or
crushing) rather than the formation of a collapse mechanism. This kind of failure
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generally would occur in those masonry arches with short span and relatively thick arch
rib. W h e n material failure occurs over the entire depth or a large proportion of the arch
rib, the failure zone can no longer resist or transmit any force. Consequently, the
deformation therein is infinite. B y definition, this constitutes failure of the entire arch.

Figure 5.4 Line of Thrust in an Arch under Central Load.

5.5

Post Cracking a n d Crushing Behaviour
The post-failure behaviour of the material can take one of the following forms :-

(a) Post-pure crushing failure behaviour: When pure crushing failure occurs, the
current a x , a y and x x y drop suddenly to zero. T h e masonry is assumed to lose its
resistance completely against further deformations.

(b) Post-pure cracking failure behaviour: Pure cracking only indicates a partial
damage in tension of the material across the plane of cracking. A n infinite number of
parallel fissures are assumed to exist in the direction normal to the principal tensile stress
which has exceeded the prescribed failure envelop. Once a crack has formed, the tensile
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stress across the crack drops suddenly to zero. Further, the resistance of the material
against deformation is reduced to zero in the direction normal to the crack plane.

(c) Post-mixed fracture behaviour: For the two mixed fracture types of failure which
are accounted for using Equations 5.2 and 5.3, the normal tensile stress and the shear

stress across the crack plus a proportion of the normal stress parallel to the crack dir
are released.

5.6 Stress Redistribution
When the material is locally fractured in one of the three forms described in the

preceding paragraphs, the stresses of the local area are released. These stresses are to
redistributed to the remaining part of the arch. Due to this process of stress
redistribution the fractured area would be extended. This allows the crack propagation
and/or the spread of the crushed zones to be determined numerically.

The incremental stress-strain relationships depicted in Figure 5.5 is used in the
stress redistribution analysis of fractured masonry. The total stresses released are
denoted by the stress vector {ao} which is represented by line 1-2 in Figure 5.5 (Chen
and Saleeb 1982).

1
ir

i

JAo}

3

{da}

VI

/

2

CO

/

Before
Failure
Strain (e)
Figure 5.5 Stress-Strain Model at Fracture.

{°o)
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T h e total stress change { A a } at a given fractured location which has to be
redistributed m a y be written as:{Aa} = {da} - {a 0 }

(5.9)

where {da} is the stress-strain relationship of the fractured material, it is obtained vi
Equation 5.5a. A t the time of fracture, the stresses can be released suddenly, gradually or
held at the level of the failure stresses depending upon the selected material failure model
as discussed below.

5.6.1 Tensile material failure models
T h e stress-strain relationship in post-failure regime varies for different failure
models selected. Figure 5.6 shows the three failure models and their modifications. In
the diagram ft is the uniaxial tensile strength of masonry and e cr is the strain at the stress
level of ft.

The adoption of the elastic-perfectly brittle collapse model (Figure 5.6a) can cause
difficulties in achieving solution convergence while the elastic-perfectly plastic model
(Figure 5.6b) would not be sufficiently accurate in representing the true material
behaviour of masonry.

In reality, the stresses do not actually drop to zero immediately at the onset of
cracking. This is because of the crack-surface interlocking of the material. The stresses
would drop a certain amount, then to be released gradually. T h e stresses m a y also be
held at the fractured stresses-level for a short period and then start to release. This
process of releasing stresses can be defined as shown in Figures 5.6 a-1 to 5.6 c-1. For
simplicity, the strain softening model (or sometimes referred to as the intermediate model)
shown in Figure 5.6c is adopted in the present study.
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f;

°cr
(a) Elastic-perfectly
brittle model

(b) Elastic-perfecdy
plastic model

(c) Intermediate
model

(b-1) Elastic-perfecdy
'dugdale' model

(c-1) Intermediate
'bilinear' model

e

cr
(a-1) Discontinuous'
britde model

Figure 5.6 Various Material Tension Failure Models.

5.6.2 Crushing material failure models
If the material is crushed in compression, it is assumed that the material strain-

softens into all directions until the minimum principal strain, ecu reaches Necu shown in
Figure 5.7c. When ecU becomes equal to Ne^, all stresses are completely released and
from then on the material has no more stiffness.

-CU

-cu

(a) Elastic-perfectly
brittle model

(b) Elastic-perfectly
plastic model

-cu

Necu

(c) Intermediate
model

Figure 5.7 Material Compression Failure Models.
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In the present study, the intermediate failure model in compression is adopted to
account for the compression failure of masonry (Figure 5.7c). For simplicity, the falling
branch of the curve is replaced by a straight line. In both the tension and compression
failure models chosen, the slope of the descending branch of the stress-strain curve is
defined by the parameter N . The determination of N will be discussed in Section 8.2.1.

5.6.3 Further cracking or crushing of the fractured masonry
After the formation of initial cracks, the arch can often deform further without
overall collapse. Thus the possibility of crack closing and opening and the formation of
further cracks m a y arise (Chen and Saleeb 1982). S o m e possible sequences that masonry
could experience during its loading history are illustrated in Figure 5.8. This type of
post-failure behaviour of masonry should be taken into account in the analysis.

(a) Formation of the secondary cracks: For cracked masonry, the stress perpendicular
to the cracking surface will be released and the stress state reduces to a uniaxial one
parallel to the direction of cracking. If upon further loading, the stress state satisfies the
appropriate failure criteria (cracking or crushing), further fracture is assumed to occur
with the appropriate modifications to the failed material matrix [Df]. The direction of the
new cracks will be perpendicular to thefirstset of cracks. These n e w cracks are called
the secondary cracks whereas thefirstset of cracks, primary cracks (see Figure 5.8).

(b) Opening and closing of the cracks: If the normal tensile stress across the existi
crack remains constant or continue to increase the crack is assumed to remain open.
Otherwise, it is closed (see Figure 5.8), and the appropriate terms of the failed material
matrix [Df] revert to their original values.
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Formation of a new set of cracks : If all cracks in the cracked masonry become

closed, it is assumed that the material is completely healed and it again behaves linear elastically. For such a material, the original failure criteria for crushing can again be
applied in ensuing load increments. T h e stress-strain relationships are assumed to be the
same as before. T h e incremental stress-strain relations for the fractured masonry can be
summarized as follows:-

- If the material is fractured with more than a single set of cracks opening, the
material then loses its capacity to carry further loads. T h e current state of
stress at the point just prior to fracture is assumed to be released completely.

- If the material is cracked with a single set of cracks opening, the failed material
matrix [Df] can be applied.

-

If all sets of cracks are closed, the linear elastic behaviour is assumed.
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Uncracked
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All Cracks Closed

First Set of Cracks Closed
Second Primary Cracks Formed
Figure 5.8 Activities of Existing Cracks and Formation of N e w Cracks.
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Modelling Shear Failure
Shear failure of brick masonry arch bridges is relatively uncommon but it is an

important failure mode. T o simplify the computation, the shear strength may take the
form suggested by the British Code (1974) as:

fv = 0.35 +0.6q N/mm2 (< 1.75 N/mm2) (5.10)
where,
fv = characteristic shear strength,
q=precompression in N / m m 2

However, this equation may be more conveniently used in the one dimensional
finite element analysis. Alternatively, the failure surface m a y also take the form
suggested by Ali (1987) as follows:
x = 0.89 - 0.99 a n N / m m 2

(5.11)

where,
x = shear stress,
a n = normal stress.

Equation 5.11 was derived from a regression analysis in which the performance
was based on Ali's experimental results (Ali, 1987).

In this study, Ali's experimental formula (Equation 5.11) is adopted to account
for the shear failure. This adoption is mainly due to the characteristics of the two
dimensional finite element model developed. It should be noted that this failure surface
is derived for the bond failure between the bricks and the mortar. Thus it is only used to
check the lower bound failure of the material.
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T 0 = 1.02 M P a

Compression

Tension
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Figure 5.9 Determination of Shear Stress Xo.

5.8 Summary
The nonlinear behaviour of masonry is caused by two major effects, progressive
cracking and nonlinear deformation characteristics of the masonry components. Of these
two effects, progressive cracking is the most significant factor that dominates its
nonlinear behaviour. This chapter discussed the failure criteria used in the present
analysis. The adoption of the criteria is basically to give a more realistic representation of
the material characteristics. It also leads to a simpler computational scheme.

The post failure behaviours of masonry including further cracking or crushing of
the cracked material are described. The incremental stress-strain relationships in prefailure and post-failure regimes with the application of the tangent stiffness matrices
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under different states of stress m a y be summarised in Figure 5.10. It m a y be noted that
in this figure, the letter T represents tension type of stress state and C means the
compression type.

This chapter has also introduced the concepts and the techniques for modelling
the fractured and unfractured masonry. T h e activities of cracks in a material are also
demonstrated and the stress redistribution schemes at the onset of fractured point of the
material and the post-failure model used have been discussed.

BEFORE FAILURE
T-T[T-C

M
|

{da} =TA]{de}

C-CI

r

Wtf

1

{da}=[Dep]{de}

AFTER FAILURE j
for all „ the cases
[D] =[T]T[Df] [T]

1

{da}=[D]{de}

Figure 5.10 Stress-Strain Relationships under Various Stress States.
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CHAPTER 6

NUMERICAL MODELS FOR MASONRY ARCH BRIDGES
>

6.1 Introduction
The most important numerical technique which is capable of solving a wide range
of engineering problems is no doubt the finite element method. A real engineering
problem often becomes more complicated due to the presence of several inter-related
factors. These include:-

the nonlinear strength and deformation properties of materials
complex geometries of the structures,
time dependent deformation properties of the material
spatial variation of the material properties,
bond slip of the structural elements comprising composite materials like
concrete and brick masonry,

In addition, the nature of loading also plays an important role in the analysis of
structural behaviours.

To analyse the behaviour of any structure, accurate numerical modelling is

essential to obtaining the true solution. The constitutive of stress-strain relationship

pre-failure and post-failure range, failure models and failure criteria for masonry have
been described in the preceding two chapters. This chapter discusses the development of
the nonlinear finite element method. A computer program named NLARCH is written to
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implement the nonlinear analysis.

The numerical models for the analysis of both single span arches and multispan

arch bridges are described in detail. The incremental and iterative techniques are appl
in the computer program to study the nonlinear behaviour of masonry. Final failure is
indicated when the failure mechanism is formed. This is automatically checked in the
program by showing the lack of convergence of the solution. For masonry arches, the

failure can also be induced by serious material deterioration rather than the formation
plastic hinges which leads to the failure mechanism. The deterioration is indicated by

excessive cracking that penetrate through the entire arch rib or through a large propor

of the arch rib. Since the arch rib in general is very thin in comparison to the arch sp

the local crushing type of failure in masonry arches is uncommon. This aspect of the ar

behaviour is to be shown in the study in Section 8.2.3. This chapter also describes the
program structure of NLARCH including a flow-chart explaining the major steps
involved in the computations.

6.2 Finite Element Selection and Discretisation
6.2.1 Selection of element type
A finite element analysis requires the selection of the element type which would
satisfy both accuracy of the solution and economy in terms of computing time. In the
present study, two different element types formulation are considered based on the
following criteria:

(1) The adaptability of the element geometry to the shape of the arch.
(2) Efficiency in terms of computing time.
(3) The accuracy of the assumed displacement interpolation in reproducing the true
stress distribution.
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In this analysis a quadrilaterial isoparametric element (Figure 6.1a) is chosen so as
to conveniently simulate the curved structural shape. Although theoretically, the curved
elements should be selected to simulate the curved arch shape, this however will
introduce the use of higher order elements such as an eight-noded isoparametric element
(Figure 6.1b). For multispan arches in particular, an analysis based on an eight-noded
element would require a more complex routine for mesh generation as well as the m u c h
longer computing time.

2
(a) quadrilaterial isoparametric element

3
(b) eight-noded isoparametric element

Figure 6.1 T w o Types of Elements M a y B e Used in the Analysis.

For the four-noded element type chosen, there are 3x3 Gaussian integration points
in each element. Consequently, a small number of elements m a y be used to achieve the
required solution accuracy for a given analysis.

6.2.2

Discretisation
A finite element analysis also requires the idealisation of an actual physical

problem into a mechanical description - the analytical model. A n automatic mesh
generation routine is developed to divide an arch structure into elements. The
idealisations for both single span arch and multispan arch bridge are demonstrated in
Figures 6.2a and 6.2b. The principals of the discretisation are based on the suitable
shape and size of each individual elements. For example, an arch can be discretised by
dividing the horizontal span into a number of equal lengths. However this discretisation
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produces large elements at the springings which is undesirable (see Figure 6.2a). O n the
other hand, this approach also introduces the round-off error in the solution due to the
aspect ratio of some elements.

In this study, a subroutine divides the arch rib into equal length elements which
means all the elements take the same size (Figure 6.2b). B y limiting the aspect ratio of
the elements, the round-off error would be reduced to the required limit.

(a) equal lengths L/sections in the horizontal span

Angular
(b) elements with equal size
Figure 6.2 Discretisation of an Arch.
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The mesh generator numbers the nodes automatically and organises the element
topology in a manner so as to provide the most satisfactory solution. The finite element
program uses the so called "frontal solution" technique which simultaneously assembles
the equations and eliminates the variables ( O w e n and Hinton, 1977 and 1982). D u e to
this characteristic, a well organised topology of elements is required to reduce the "bandwidth" (or size) of the matrix.

In general, to achieve the required accuracy of a solution but to avoid using a
large number of elements, a fine element mesh m a y be used in regions of high stress
gradients. T o avoid a fine mesh in other regions, mesh-refinement and substructuring
techniques can be incorporated in the program (Owen and Goncalves, 1982; Ali, 1987).
For masonry arch structures, however these techniques are not applicable. This is due to
a number of reasons:

(1) Masonry arch unlike other structural element such as masonry wall, when it is
subjected to a concentrated load, high stress regions will be developed not
only just underneath the load. These high stress areas would also be formed
opposite where the line of thrust is tangential to the intrados or the extrados of
an arch rib. It m a y be possible that a mesh generation routine can be
developed to take care of one particular loading case. However, for more
general loading conditions, the regions of high stress or the locations of the
plastic hinges cannot be determined prior to failure. For instance, to analyse a
single span masonry arch subjected to a crown-point load, there would be five
areas where high stresses could be induced (see Figure 6.3a). T o analyse the
same arch but subjected to a quarter-point load, there would be four areas
where high stress gradients could be induced (Figure 6.3b). Thus, it m a y not
be possible to predict where these five areas will be and usefinemeshes only
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in these areas.

Line of thrust

Figure 6.3(a) High Stress Gradients in the Arch Rib under a Crown-Point Load.

Line of thrust

Figure 6.3(b) High Stress Gradients in the Arch Rib under a Quarter-Point Load.

(2)

Under a given loading, the regions where cracking or crushing m a y occur
varies greatly for different shapes of arch. For example, the location of these
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regions will vary according to whether the arch rib thickness is constant or
variable. The location will also vary according to whether the arch is high-rise
(steep haunched) arch or low-rise (shallow) arch.

6.3 Nonlinear Analysis
In structural analysis, there are two types of major nonlinearities which are often
considered. One is called "material nonlinearity" mainly a result of the nonlinear

characteristics of the material. The other is referred to as "geometric nonlinearity" ma
induced by large structural deformation. Both nonlinearities are considered in this
analysis.

6.3.1 Material nonlinearity
The material nonlinearity (or physical nonlinearity) of masonry is caused by two
major effects, nonlinear constitutive law of the material and cracking of the material.
the material nonlinearity is due to compression, this is then accounted for by simply
replacing the Young's modulus En with the variable tangent modulus Et which has been
previously discussed in Section 4.4.2. If cracking of the masonry due to tension causes

the material nonlinearity, then the material is assumed to behave elastically up to fai
the material matrix [D] is kept constant up until the onset of cracking occurs. Once the

local failure has occurred, then failure material matrix [Df] is used in the present nu
model. This behaviour has been described in the proceeding chapter (Section 5.2.1).

6.3.2 Geometric nonlinearity
Geometric nonlinearity is derived from finite changes in the geometry of the
deforming structure. Generally this behaviour is considered only when large strains and
large displacements occur in the structure. Due to the brittle nature of the masonry
structure, the induced structural deformations are infinitesimally small and the
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consideration of geometric nonlinearity is mainly due to the simulation of support
movements. The change in geometry can be achieved by updating the nodal coordinates.
This will enable the analysis to consider the effects of the geometric change of the
structure.

6.4 Solution Techniques and Convergence
6.4.1 Solution techniques
The solution techniques and procedures for the finite element approach have been
studied by many researchers (Zienkiewicz et al. 1969; Bergan and Holand, 1978;

Crisfield, 1981b). In order to simulate nonlinear characteristics, an incremental proce
is adopted in the program "NLARCH". In this analysis the loads are applied in

increments and it is considered that during the application of a load increment, an el
or part thereof, may fail. All stress and strain values are monitored at each Gaussian

point in order to determine whether or not failure has occurred at such point. If at l

one of the principal stresses is tensile and the material is assumed to be elastic-bri

Figure 4.2a), fracture at the Gaussian point may occur if the tensile stress level fall
outside the failure envelope (see Figure 5.2). Further, if the principal stresses are
compressive, the nonlinear material behaviour prevails (see Figure 4.2b) and crushing
the Gaussian point is determined if they fall beyond the simplified von Mises yield
envelope as shown in Figure 5.2.

With the above scheme, an element can behave partly elastic and partly elastoplastic if only some of the Gaussian points exhibit nonlinear behaviour due to either

progressive cracking or crushing of the material. If cracking or crushing is indicated

effects are "smeared" at that Gaussian point. The remainder of the element can continue
to function.
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There are three basic solution techniques to account for nonlinearities: the
incremental or stepwise procedure, the iterative method, and the combined (incrementaliterative) methods. These methods have been very well documented by Zienkiewicz et al
(1969, 1977). In this analysis, the combined (incremental-iterative) procedure is
adopted. This procedure generally includes three methods as shown in Figure 6.4: the
initial stiffness method, Newton-Raphson method and the Modified Newton-Raphson
method.

To combine the advantages of these three methods, the present analysis adopts the
initial stiffness method to handle material nonlinearity for the pre-cracking/crushing
analysis. T h e advantage in using this method is the substantial saving of computation
time since there is no need to invert a n e w stiffness throughout all levels of loading (see
Figure 6.4a).

It was found that once local failures have occurred, the rate of convergence drops
and in order to overcome this problem two remedial measures have been incorporated in
the computer program. O n e is to change the solution technique, that is, from initial
stiffness method to the modified Newton-Raphson method (Zienkiewicz et al, 1969).
This means that the stiffness remains constant and only evaluated at each n e w increment
of load (see Figure 6.4b). This process avoids the use of a great number of iterations
thereby saving computing time. The other is to automatically reduce the incremental load
factor. Finally, at the nth load increment, if the solution is diverging in the iteration
process, that load m a y be considered as the ultimate. This sometimes overestimates the
failure load but for better accuracy, a small value of load should be used for the last
increment.
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LoadP

§n

o n Displ

Displ.

(a) Initial stiffness method

(b) Modified Newton-Raphson Method

AP

• 5
8n

Displ.

(c) Newton-Raphson Method

Figure 6.4 Three Solution Methods for the Incremental-Iterative Procedure.
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6.4.2 Constitutive equations for the incremental-iterative solution
T h e proposed finite element program incorporates a nonlinear history of the
structural failure in the masonry structure. In order to achieve this, incremental
constitutive relationship including the effects of nonlinear characteristics as well as the
possible failure of masonry components (cracking or crushing type of failure) can be
expressed in the following form (Equation 5.9):-

{Aa} = [Df] {de} - {a0} (6.1)
where
{Aa}= stress increment vector
{de} = strain increment vector
[Df] = material stiffness matrix after failure (either the cracking type
or the crushing type). This has been discussed previously in
Section 5.2.1.
[Df] {de} = incremental stress-strain relationship [da] after fracturing
of the material.
{an} = the 'appropriate' released stress vector during fracturing.

For a typical loading increment AP (see Figure 6.4b), the equilibrium equation
can be written in a more general form:-

[ K H A 8 } = {AP}

(6.2)

where,
[K] = Tangent stiffness matrix
{AS} = Incremental nodal displacement vector
{AP} = Incremental nodal force vector
= {P)n-{R)i-l

(6-3)
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in which
{P} n is the nth increment of load vector and
{R}i_i is the resisting (or resultant) nodal force at solution step i-1 of the
current increment of load.

The nodal displacement increments {AS} can be obtained from Equation 6.2 and
therefore, the resultant (or resisting) nodal forces { R J n in each element can be solved.
If the structure is linearly elastic, an aggregation of such nodal forces {R}i_i over the
entire structure should equilibrate the externally applied load {AP}. In nonlinear finite
element analysis, the applied load vector {AP} m a y not be equilibrated by the resultant
(resisting) load vector {R}i_i; the difference between these two load vectors is given in
the form of Equation 6.3. Or,

{R}i-i=lJ[BF{a}i.1dv (6.4)
where
{a}n.i is the vector of internal stresses at solution step i-1 and
[B] is the element strain - displacement matrix.

Finally, the total load applied up to the nth increment in an analysis is given by

p

= I pj (6.5)

And the corresponding displacements are:-

5 = t 6j <6-6)
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Or,
m

8 = X 8 n-i + ASi

(6.6a)

i=l

where
Pj and 5j represent loads increments and corresponding displacements
increments respectively,
8n-i

= total displacement at the end of (n-1 )th increment,

A8i

= the incremental displacement at ith iteration,

m

= total number of iterations in the current increment.

The element stiffness matrics are reformed based on their nodal displacements.
F r o m incremental displacement A8j solved by Equation 6.2, the strains within the
element (or Gaussian point) can be obtained. A n incremental stress-strain relation can
therefore be expressed as follows:-

{Aa} = [D] {Ae} (6.7)

where [D] is the material stiffness matrics under different states of stress. Before fai
[D e ] is used for the material subjected to tension-compression or biaxial tension-tension
stress state, whereas [Dep] is applied for the material subjected to uniaxial compression
or biaxial compression-compression stress state. After failure [D] should be replaced by
[Df]. These have been discussed previously in Section 5.2.1.

6.4.3 Convergence
Selection of the convergence criteria for an iterative procedure is very important in
a numerical analysis. T h e m o r e effective, realistic criteria should be used to achieve
solutions to nonlinear structural problems. A t the end of each iteration, the solution
obtained should be checked to see whether it has converged within preset tolerances. If
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the solution process is found to have not converged, it could be either converging or

diverging. The state of the solution process is indicated by defining a parameter NCH
in the program. For a converged solution NCHEK is "0"; for a converging process
NCHEK is "1" and if the process is diverging, then NCHEK is assigned a value "999".

Generally either a force criterion or a displacement criterion is used in a

convergent solution. These two criteria have been suggested by other researchers (Owe
and Hinton, 1980; Rouf, 1984 and Ali, 1987). Using the force criterion (the first
criterion), the process is assumed to have converged if the following condition is
satisfied:

N ((t).)2

X —

1

— ^ Tolerence

i=i(Fj)

(6.8)

2

where
<|>i is the unbalanced internal nodal force for the iteration i;
T

Fj is the total external load-reaction system for the iteration i.

To use the displacement criterion (the second criterion), the convergence may be
achieved by one of two expressions. The first expression may be drawn from Figure
6.5. Or,

^2- < Tolerence (6-9)
On

where
i

AS

= displacements obtained in the ith iteration in the nth load increment,

8 = total displacements obtained up to the mth iteration in the nth load
increment,
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Figure 6.5 Displacement Criterion for Convergence.

The second expression m a y be written as

1^

< Tolerence

(6.9a)

i=l Sj

where
AS; is the incremental displacement,

5. is the total displacement for the iteration i and

N P is the total number of nodal points in the finite element mesh.

The use of the convergence criteria and convergence tolerances should be tested
depending upon the accuracy required, and available computing time. If the convergence
tolerances are too loose, the errors will be introduced in the results; if the tolerances are
tootight,more computing time is spent for needless accuracy.
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Simulation

The finite element simulation is carried out in two cases: one is modelling of a

single span masonry arch system; the other is to a multispan masonry arch bridge syst
The modelling varies for different systems to best suit each case.

6.5.1 Simulation of spandrel fill and arch rib for single span arch
The main component of an arch bridge system is the rib. On top of the rib, two

spandrel walls are built up to the road level. The space between the spandrel walls (s

Figure 6.6) is filled with stone or brick debris. This "spandrel fill" serves to trans
vehicular loads down to the arch rib while its weight provides added stability to the

system. The existence of spandrel fill is simulated in the proposed approach using two
dimensional fill-elements as shown in Figure 6.7a.

Model 1 in Figure 6.7a simulates the self weight of spandrel fill to be applied to

the arch rib. The interface between the spandrel and the rib is replaced by a series o

hinges so that both the horizontal and the vertical forces produced by the fill can be
determined. These are the forces which provide further stability to the arch rib.

spandrel
spandrel
' I • I • . ' I'I • I - r - i
i * i * i * i * i * i' i'
1

i'

1 * i* i* i* i*11111

:<w»:
rib
Section a - a

Figure 6.6 Components of an Arch Bridge.
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Thefiniteelement modelling of the arch rib is a standard process and m a y be
illustrated in Figure 6.7b. The loads on an archribinclude the weight of the spandrel fill
and the live loads thereon, both of which are obtained from the analysis of Model 1.
Note that these loads on the rib are at the 'hinged' points (see Figure 6.7a). A detailed
description is given in Section 7.2.

The spandrel fill allows the dispersion of the load applied from the road level
down to the arch rib. The proportional load to be distributed depending upon the depth of
the fill measured from the road surface to the archrib(see Figure 6.8).

arch elements

(a) Model 1

(b) Model 2

Figure 6.7 Simulation of an Arch Bridge System.
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Applied load
Load surface

I I I

Distributed load through spandrel fill

Figure 6.8 Load Dispersion through the Spandrel Fill.

6.5.2 Simulation of multispan masonry arch systems
T o study the behaviour of multispan arches, two full size bridges are analysed in
subsequent chapter (Chapter 9). Bridge 1 is an eight-span masonry arch as shown in
Figure 6.9a whereas Bridges 2 is an eight-span masonry arch viaduct in Figure 6.9b.
(These two finite element meshes are to be presented again in Figure 9.1).

(a) Eight-span masonry arch structure-Bridge 1
Figure 6.9 Simulation of Eight-Span Masonry Arch Systems.
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(b) Eight-span masonry arch viaduct-Bridge 2
Figure 6.9 Simulation of Eight-Span Masonry Arch Systems (Cont.).

6.6 T h e Nonlinear Finite Element P r o g r a m

"NLARCH"

Program " N L A R C H " was first developed on the mainframe Sequent computer
which is also executable on V a x and Convex C-210 machines and on Appolo 1000. It is
believed that the program developed can be easily adapted for other mainframe or mini
computers without too m u c h difficulties. The program is written in F O R T R A N 77
language and consists of 38 subroutines and three graphic subroutines. The program can
handle both pre-processing and post-processing in an analysis. The pre-processing
facility includes the automatic mesh generation. The graphic presentation of the mesh
ensures the correct mesh generation. The post-processing routine covers organizing the
results and plotting the structural deformation, stresses distribution and crack
propagation. These facilities make it much easier for both the researcher and the engineer
to use this program in solving the rather complicated masonry arch bridge problems.

For the analysis of a single span arch structure, the program first analyses the
spandrelfill.This allows both lateral and vertical forces of the spandrel fill to the arch rib
to be included. These spandrel effects are considered in the form of external loads acting
on the arch rib. Details have been described in Section 6.5.1. For the analysis of a
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multispan masonry arch bridge, the program analyses the structure as a whole so as to
include the effects of the spandrelfillspreading from one span to the other. This is
particularly true for the lateral effects.

The program uses the "smeared" crack modelling technique to simulate cracking
of the material. In the program the load (or support movement) is applied incrementally.
This together with iterative approach allow for both geometric and material nonlinearity at
a particular load level. This iterative and incremental approach can also trace cracking
propagation and analyse the progressive failure of the structure. A structure of the
computer program is given in Figure 6.10.

6.7 Summary
In this chapter a finite element model for the analysis of brick masonry arch
structures has been developed. T h e model is capable of analysing both single span arch
structure and multispan arch system. The program includes both the pre-processing and
post-processing functions which allow graphical output to be obtained on demand at any
stage. The finite element model uses the "smeared" crack modelling technique to analyse
the progressive cracking. The computer program uses iterative and incremental techniques
to simulate the progressive failure including formation of both cracking zones and
crushing zones in the structure.

For single span arches, the analysis of spandrel fill and arch rib is carried out in
two steps: Step 1 is to analyse the spandrel fill using the fill-elements, Step 2 is to
analyse the rib with the consideration of the spandrel effects obtained from Step 1. The
analysis of multispan masonry arch structure m a y also be carried out in two steps: .
Firstly, a coarse mesh m a y be used to analyse the whole structure then followed by a fine
mesh to analyse the target span using the information obtained from Step 1.
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READ IN MATERIAL, GEOMETRIC
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Figure 6.10 Structure of the Computer Program "NLARCH"
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CHAPTER 7

VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD OF ANALYSIS

7.1 Introduction
In general, analytical procedures developed for structural analyses should be
validated before being applied to solve practical problems. Normally, verification of a
method of analysis is carried out by comparing the analytical and experimental results.

This verification process will provide information on the reliability and accuracy of the
procedure. On the other hand, for an analysis of the "superstructure" such as Stanwell
Park Viaduct in NSW (Chapter 3), general conclusions thus obtained are important,
particularly for the practising design engineer. For instance, he/she may, as a result,

acquire an overall idea of the structural behaviour under some typical loading conditions
The critical stress areas or where failure would be initiated may be determined with the
help of these conclusions. However, for most structural analyses, it is also very

important to predict the structural behaviour with accuracy so that the engineer can desi
the structure with confidence.

The main objective of this chapter is to verify the accuracy and reliability of the
numerical procedure developed in this thesis. The structural behaviour of masonry arch
bridges including progressive cracking up to ultimate state will be discussed in Chapter

The present study uses the experimental results from other investigators to verify
the analytical method developed by the present author as implemented in the nonlinear

finite element program described in Section 6.6. The first group of the analytical result
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are compared with Towler's sample arches (Towler, 1981). The comparisons include

failure load, deflection at the failure load and the failure mode. The second set of
comparisons are based on the tests carried out in Britain on two prototype bridges:
Bridgemill and Bargower bridges (Hendry et al., 1985 and 1986).

7.2 Simulation and Program Characteristics
In order to conduct a finite element analysis the structure must first be idealised

into some kind of mesh. The successful application of the mesh-selection lies in the

combined choice of element shape and associated mesh. As the finite element method i

numerical process it is necessary for the user to have a good idea of the expected s

together with an understanding of the consequences of the assumptions made in a fini
element simulation.

The analytical results can be significantly influenced by three parameters namely

element shape, aspect ratio and mesh size. Their effects, therefore, must be investi
before the proposed procedure can be applied with confidence.

7.2.1 Element shape
A quadrilateral isoparametric element is chosen so as to conveniently simulate the

curved structural shape. In each element, there are 3x3 Gaussian (integration) point
Consequently, a small number of elements over the depth of the arch may be used to
achieve the required solution accuracy for a given analysis. For obvious reasons, a

simpler four-noded element would not have been as satisfactory as the chosen element
On the other hand, a more complex higher order element such as an eight-noded
isoparametric element, may serve the purpose but would require much more computing
time.
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7.2.2 Aspect ratio
It is not difficult to control element shapes where the geometry and the mesh are

regular but less control is available for an irregular mesh or geometry. As arch struct
are curved in shape, it is therefore necessary to define an element shape to avoid
introducing the unnecessary errors due to geometric shape simulation. In this thesis, a
quadrilateral isoparametric element is adopted in preference to an eight-noded
isoparametric element (see Section 7.2.1).

Every element is defined in terms of the basic shape of the "parent" element. For

example, in the present study, the basic shape for the quadriilaterial element chosen i
square. Thus, the element shape should be kept as near to the basic shape of the parent

element as possible. As the shape distortion is increased the less accurate the results
be.

For an arch shaped structure, the possible forms of element distortion are the
aspect ration distortion (elongation of the element as shown in Figure 7.1a) and the

distortion by replacing the curved shape with the straight element (see Figure 7.1b). Th

first distortion may simply be avoided by dividing the arch rib with rather regular spa
in which the aspect ratio should be limited to a certain value. This will be suggested
after the parametric analysis carried out in Section 8.3. The second distortion may be
limited by using a smaller element size (see Figure 7.1c).

element

al

a2
(a) Aspect ration (al«a2)
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al
a2
(b) Shape inaccuracy

a2

(c) Better accuracy

Figure 7.1 Possible Distortion of the Element.

7.2.3 Mesh size
The other important parameter is the size of the finite element mesh. If the mesh

is too coarse then the inherent nature of the finite element simulation will not allo
accurate solution to be obtained. Alternatively, if the mesh is too fine the cost of
analysis can be out of proportion to the accuracy of the results obtained.

The effects of the element shape and mesh size on the analysis is studied herein

by changing the number of layers of elements used for the rib thickness and the numbe

of sections in the radial direction (Figure 7.2). These changes are based on the aspe

ratio y^tsee Figure 7.1a) and the shape of the individual element (see Figures 7.1b a
7.1c).

Layers

Figure 7.2 Arrangement of a Finite Element Mesh.
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7.2.4 Results
A number of tests have been carried out on the effects of mesh size and aspect
ratio on the finite element simulation. It is found that the adoption of a 2x40 (two layers
by 40 sections) elements mesh and a 3x40 (three layers by 40 sections) elements mesh is
reasonable in providing the accurate answers. A detailed study is included in Section 8.3.

7.3 Verification Based on Towler's Arch Models
T w o single-span masonry arches with a span of 4 m subjected to concentrated
loads were tested by Towler (1981) at the University of Liverpool. The aim of these
tests was to find out the ultimate loads for both crown point loading and quarter point
loading conditions. Analytical results from the proposed procedure are compared with
the experimental results.

7.3.1 Structural Details
The geometry of Towler's models is detailed in both Figure 7.3 and Table 7.1
while the material properties are given in Table 7.2. Three courses of brickwork were
used for one of the arches while only two courses were used for the other. The
thicknesses of the arch ribs were 0.335m for Arch 1 and 0.215m for Arch 2. The fill
depth for both arches was 0.25m. The arches consisted of 5 bricks across the width
which was equivalent to 1.1 metres. The boundary condition of the arches were fixed at
both abutments. More information m a y be found elsewhere (Towler, 1981).

The density of the arch was 18.64kN/m3 and the density of the simulated fill was
taken as 17.66kN/m 3 for the three-course arch and 16.68kN/m 3 for the two-course arch
respectively. The total recorded dead loads of thefillsfor the two arches were 42kN and
38kN respectively. The material behaves nonlinearly under compression. Since brick
masonry can only tolerate a limited tensile stress before cracking occurs, it is therefore
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assumed to be zero. However, in order to fit the experimental values, the tensile
contribution can be incorporated in Towler's analytical procedure as required (Towler and
Sawko, 1982).

PI P2

Figure 7.3 Towler's Arch (1981).

Table 7.1 Geometrical Properties of Towler's Arches
Fill depth h Width B

Span L

Rise f

(M)

CM)

1

4.0

1.0

0.25

1.1

0.215

2 rings

2

4.0

1.0

0.25

1.1

0.335

3 rings

Arches

Radial thickness t
(M)

(M)

(M)

Table 7.2 Material Properties of Towler's Arches
Eo

P (Arch)
3

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(kN/m )

28.0

0.0*

18666.7

18.64

Pi

P2

V
3

(kN/m 3 ) (kN/m )
17.66

* The tensile strength ft in the real structure cannot be zero.
Pi = thefilldensity of Arch 1. P 2 = the fill density of Arch 2.

16.68

0.18
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7.3.2 Experimental procedure
Arch 1 (i.e. the three-course arch) was loaded to collapse at both the crown point
and the "quarter" point. The position of the so-called "quarter" point is approximately 0.3
times the span measured from the left-hand support (Towler 1981a).

Arch 2 (two-

course arch) was loaded at the "quarter" point but it was not taken to collapse; then, at the
crown point, however, the arch was loaded to failure. The live load was applied by a
high pressure hydraulic jack. T o simulate a line-load across the width the load was
applied to the arch through a box-sectioned spreader beam. The applied load was
monitored using a load cell between the jack and the spreader beam. The load was
increased gradually until failure occurred.

7.3.3 The analytical model
A finite element model is set up to obtain the analytical results for comparison
with the experimental results. The spandrelfill(infill) is modelled using 20 elements for
both arches (Figure 7.4a).

£

•jfcMr-br -Ar-AP
20 elements
Figure 7.4 (a) Simulation of Spandrel Fill.

The selection of 20 elements is to limit the errors due to the distortion of the
elements. The bottom nodes of the model are hinged so as to allow the weights of the
infill to be accounted for as reactions at these hinged nodes. These reactions will be
added on to the arch rib with opposite direction as external loads. Arch 1 is modelled
using 2 layers of elements to represent the thickness of the ring and 40 sections of
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elements in the radial direction whereas Arch 2 is modolled using 3 layers of elements.
These are illustrated in Figures 7.4b and 7.4c respectively.

(b) Arch 1

(c) Arch 2

Figure 7.4 Simulation of Towler's Arches.

7.3.4 Steps of analysis
In the analytical procedure, the existence of the spandrelfillis simulated using
two dimensionalfill-elements.T h e interface between the spandrel fill and theribis
replaced by a series of hinges so that both the horizontal and vertical forces produced by
thefillcan be determined (Figure 7.5a). These forces provide the additional stability to
the archrib(see the solid force lines in Figure 7.5b). Vehicular loads applied at the road
level on top of thefillare incorporated in the usual manner. The concentrated loads acting
at the crown point and the quarter point of the arch are studied. The load is first applied
on to thefill-elementmodel so as to allow the load to be dispersed through the spandrel
fill (see Figure 7.5a). These dispersed loads are then applied onto the top of the arch rib
in the second step of the analysis (see Figure 7.5b). The third step is to analyse the arch
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ring by incrementing the dispersed loads as shown in the dotted force lines in Figure
7.5b.

1
ip$M%

Figure 7.5(a) Load Dispersion through the Spandrel Fill.

AP
AP

UiU

AP

urn

Figure 7.5(b) Modelling of the Spandrel Effect and the Load Dispersion Effect.

7.4

Discussion of Results
The analysis results obtained for the finite element analytical models are compared

with the experimental results. Comparisons are m a d e for the failure loads, the
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deformation as well as the failure patterns. Note that for all the analyses, the nodal

displacements, the reactions at the supports and the stresses and strains at each

point were printed out after achieving the convergence of each load increment. The

deformation, crack propagation and final failure patterns may be plotted automati
necessary.

7.4.1 Ultimate loads
Towler's experimental results with those from the corresponding finite element

analyses are given in Table 7.3 together with Rouf s analysis (1984) for the purp
comparison. The agreement between the present procedure and the experiments is
considered reasonable. For Arch 1 the analysis assuming a tensile strength 0.7MPa

gives close results. In the case of Arch 2, a tensile strength of 1.2MPa is requi

provide the results which match the Towler's experiments. This may be explained a

the tensile strength of brick masonry is largely dominated by the tensile bond be

bricks and mortar. Arch 1 is thinner in the rib than Arch 2, the tensile bond for
would be expected to be weaker. Therefore the tensile strength should be adjusted
accordingly.

It is noted that the failure loads obtained from the present study for both arches

under quarter-point loads are consistently higher than the corresponding experime

results and Rouf s (1984) analysis. It is believed that the complex behaviour of t

structural components has led to these differences. This behaviour is to be furthe

studied and explained in Section 8.2.3. Since the finite element analysis develop

sophisticated enough to allow a wide range of parameters to be investigated. This

return would provide more accurate solutions for researchers and design engineers.
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Table 7.3 Load Capacity of Towler's Arches (in k N )

Arches

Loading
At Crown

Experimental

Roufs
Analysis

Proposed Analysis

82.5

83

f t =0.70MPa

83

—

27.5

f t= 0.70MPa

54

1
At Q.P.
At Crown

380.0

400.0

ft = 1.2MPa

380

At Q.P.

117.0

85

ft = 1.2MPa

172

2

7.4.2 Structural deformation
The load-deflection curves are plotted in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 for Arch 1 and
Arch 2 respectively and these are compared with the experimental results by Towler
(1981) as well as the theoretical solutions of Rouf (1984). It can be seen from the
comparisons that the experimental displacements in all cases are significantly higher than
both Roufs analysis and the author's procedure. This indicates (see Figures 7.6 and
7.7) that the Young's modulus (Eo = 18667MPa) obtained from uniaxial compression test
(Towler, 1981) is too high w h e n applied to an arch, thus, increasing the assumed
stiffness of the arch.

The deflected shapes at the ultimate load from both experiments and the two
analyses are given in Figures 7.8 to 7.11 for Arch 1 and Arch 2 under crown point and
quarter point loading conditions. It should be noted that for clarity of presentation the
experimental points and Roufs prediction are given in Figures 7.8a and 7.11a whereas
the author's solutions are illustrated in the corresponding Figures 7.8b to 7.1 lb. It m a y
be seen that Roufs method tends to exaggerate the ultimate deflection in some areas of
the arch, in all cases. O n the other hand the proposed analysis gives close correlation
with the experimental results in terms of the deflection patterns, for all the loading cases.
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-»- Roufs Analysis
—
Proposed Analysis
-*- Towler's Experiment

Displacement ( m m )

(a) Crown-point load

Roufs Analysis
Proposed Analysis
Towler's Experiement

1

2

Displacement (mm)

(b) Quarter-point load

Figure 7.6 Load/Displacement Curves for Arch 1.
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400
-»- Roufs Analysis
—
Proposed Analysis
•*- Towler's Experimentment

300 -

•a

Displacement ( m m )

(a) Crown-point load

200
- a - Roufs Analysis
— — Proposed Analysis
-*- Towler's Experiment

1

2

Displacement (mm)

(b) Quarter-point load
Figure 7.7 Load/Displacement Curves for Arch 2.
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at 80 kN

Arch
Experiment

-x—x—>e

Roufs solution
Scale: 1cm = 2 m m displacement

(a) Towler's experiment and Roufs analysis

I

Arch
—

Proposed analysis

Scale: 1cm = 0.4mm displacement

(b) Present study
Figure 7.8 Deformation of Arch 1 at Failure under Crown-Point Load.
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at 27.S kN

< * "

Arch

- * — * — *

Experiment
Roufs solution

Scale: 1cm = 2 m m displacement

(a) Towler's experiment and Roufs analysis

Arch
-—

Proposed analysis

Scale: 1cm = 0.4mm displacement

(b) Present study
Figure 7.9 Deformation of Arch 1 at Failure under Quarter-Point Load.
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at 1410 kN

at 170 kN

Arch

-*—x—x—

Experiment
Roufs solution

Scale: 1cm = 2 m m displacement

(a) Towler's experiment and Roufs analysis

t

Arch
-—

Proposed analysis

Scale: 1cm = 0.4mm displacement

(b) Present study
Figure 7.10 Deformation of Arch 2 at Failure under Crown-Point Load.
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Arch
Experiment
Roufs solution

Scale: 1cm = 2 m m displacement

(a) Towler's experiment and Roufs analysis

Arch
-— Proposed analysis
Scale: 1cm = 0.4mm displacement

(b) Present study
Figure 7.11 Deformation of Arch 2 at Failure under Quarter-Point Load.
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7.4.3 Failure patterns
The failure patterns including both cracking and crushing zones of the arch rib at

any load increment may be plotted by the computer program developed in this thesis so as
to allow the failure history or crack propagation to be traced graphically. In this

comparative study, the failure patterns for Arch 1 and Arch 2 under both the crown-point

and the quarter-point loading conditions (at the ultimate state) are presented in Figur
7.12 and 7.13 respectively. In all cases, the green lines and the green dots represent
compressive stresses and the crashing areas respectively whereas the red lines and the
dots signify tensile stresses and the cracks respectively.

The trends of the line of thrust can be seen from Figures 7.12 and 7.13. In all
cases they are found to have only touched the intrados or the extrados where the cracks

occurred. Therefore failure, in all cases should be expected by cracking of the material

through a substantial portion of the arch rib or when crack penetrates through the arch
underneath the applied load rather than by developing a failure mechanism. This
behaviour was also observed in the experiments (Towler, 1981). Masonry arches do not
always fail by developing a mechanism as most traditional analyses would predict. The
failure mechanism may occur under some specific conditions which involve both material
and geometrical properties as well as the characteristics of the assumed failure model
Sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4).

A crushing type of failure did not occur in any of the loading cases for both

arches. This is because of the material characteristics as a result of which, the failu
the structure is dominated by cracking of the material. This behaviour is also observed
by Ali (1987) in his masonry wall tests.
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Verification Based on Bridgemill Bridge
The Bridgemill Bridge which has been briefly mentioned in Section 2.4.1, was

tested to destruction in M a y 1984 by memebers of the Civil Engineering Research and
Testing Institution at Scotiand's University of Edinburgh (Hendry et al, 1985). The
bridge had been m a d e redundant as a result of the road re-alignment scheme. The
material properties were obtained from specimens of the red sandstone which was used in
the construction of the bridge.

7.5.1 Geometrical and material properties
The geometrical shape of the bridge that lay between a circle and a parabola was
of dimensions shown in Figure 7.14. The material and geometrical properties are given
in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 respectively.

Table 7.4 Material Properties of Bridgemill Bridge

ft (MPa)

fc (MPa)

Mortar Stone Mortar Stone

Stone
43.8

Mortar Arch

0.0** 0.0** 15,000

5-8*

P (kN/m3)

Eo (MPa)

5,000

Fill
21.58 !

20.60

Relate to an average compressive strength (as in a pier) and might be too low.
The tensile strengths were not provided, they are verified in the present study.

Table 7.5 Geometrical Properties of Bridgemill Bridge

L
(M)

(M)

h
(M)

18.29

2.84

0.203

/

B

r

(M)

(M)

(M)

0.711

8.31

16.14 !

t
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Spandrel walls

B=8.31m

PLAN

ELEVATION

Figure 7.14 Leading Dimensions of Bridgemill Bridge.
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Experimental procedure
The bridge was loaded above thefillso that some allowance could be made for the

dispersion of load through the fill. In addition, the arch was loaded through a concrete
strip of width equal to 7 5 0 m m , which was cast on top of the road surface.

7.5.3 The analytical model
A n analytical model similar to the analysis of Towler's arches (Section 7.3.3) is
used herein to analyse Bridgemill Bridge (see Figure 7.4). Since the size of the arch is
m u c h bigger than Towler's full-scale model, more elements are required to obtain the
required results. Afiniteelement mesh with 3 layers and 80 sections is used to analyse
the bridge. T o obtain the fill pressure 40 elements are used to model the spandrel fill.

Similar procedures of analysis used for Towler's arch are adopted. The load is
first applied onto thefill-elementmodel so as to obtain the dispersed load through this
process. T h e bridge was loaded to failure at the quarter point. A m a x i m u m load of
360kN/m was attained during the test. The bridge is analysed using two loading cases:
one is with load at the crown point and the other, at quarter point.

7.6 Discussion of Results-Bridgemill Bridge
The deformation of the archribis plotted in Figure 7.15. A s can be seen that the
deflection of Bridgemill Bridge under both crown-point load and quarter-point load is
m u c h greater than that of Towler's arch. This is because the former is more than four
times longer than the latter. From the observation m a d e during the test, it was found that
the bridge did not fail by forming a mechanism. A s the load increased the arch bent into a
smooth hollow under it (Harvey, 1988). This behaviour is predicted by the author's
analysis as m a y be seen in Figure 7.15. The deflected shape at failure indicates the
possibility of failure by snap through buckling.
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The predicted and experimental ultimate loads are presented in Table 7.6. The

result due to the mechanism analysis (Harvey, 1988) is also given in the table to

comparison. It shows that the present analysis provides good results when combini
ft=1.6MPa with N=12, ft=1.8MPa with N=10 or ft=2.0MPa with N=8. Thus the low

failure would be 291kN/m with the combination of f t=1.6MPa and N=6. It is 19% lowe

than the experimental result. The high failure would be 419kN/m with f t=2.0MPa and
N=12. The result is 16% higher than the test result. The results are compared in

shown in Figure 7.16. Note that N is the strain softening parameter (see Section 8
Table 7.6 Ultimate Loads (kN/m) at Quarter Point of Bridgemill Bridge
ft =1.8 M P a

ft =1.6 M P a
N=6

8

10

12 N = 6

Proposed
Analysis* 291 310 329 354
Experiment

8

10

304 335 366

ft =2.0 M P a

12

N=6

8

10

12

385 332 370 388 419

360

Mechanism
Analysis

430

*Note that the bold numbers represent the results which are close to the experiment.

600
•
ft-I 6MPa
0 ft— 1 3MPa
f t=2 0MPa

z
26

©

300

•S 200

6

8

10

12

Figure 7.16 Verification on Ultimate Loads of the Bridgemill Bridge.

The failure pattern of the Bridgemill Bridge (Figure 7.17) shows that the

mechanism did not form entirely. Before the failure mechanism would occur, the bri

had failed by snap-through buckling due to the relatively large deflection. This a
for the overestimated results by the mechanism method.
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Verification Based on B a r g o w e r Bridge

7.7.1 Geometrical and material properties
A semi-circular profile arch bridge - Bargower Bridge was tested to destruction in
M a y 1985, as part of the T R R L programme (Hendry et al,1986). The bridge was of
similar quality to the Bridgemill Bridge. The material properties were obtained from
specimens of the red sandstone with which was constructed. The bridge was a semicircular arch of dimensions shown in Figure 7.18. The material and geometrical
properties are given in Tables 7.7 and 7.8 respectively.

Figure 7.18 Leading Dimensions of B argower Bridge.

Table 7.7 Material Properties of Bargower Bridge

fc (MPa)
Stone
33.0

ft (MPa)

Eo (MPa)

Mortar Stone Mortar Stone
10.0

0.0*

0.0*

14,100

p (kN/m 3 )

Mortar

Arch

Fill

4,700

27.0

21.0

* The tensile strengths were not provided, they are verified in the present study.
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Table 7.8 Geometrical Properties of Bargower Bridge

L

7.7.2

(M)

(M)

h
(M)

10.36

5.18

1.2

/

(M)

B
(M)

0.558

8.68

t

r
(M)
5.18

Experimental procedure
The loading arrangements for the bridge were generally the same as for the

Bridgemill Bridge test but in this case the load was applied at the 1/3 span. The bridge
was loaded above the fill so that some allowance could be made for the dispersion of load
through thefill.O n e abutment was supported by a rock face, while the other was on
softer ground, but no movement of the springings was detected before failure (Hendry,
1986).

7.7.3 The analytical model
Similar numerical procedure applied for both Towler's Arches (Figures 7.5a and
7.5b) and the Bridgemill Bridge are used herein. A 3x80 finite element mesh of 240
elements is used to analyse the arch rib whereas 40 elements are used to model the
spandrel fill.

7.8 Discussion of Results - Bargower Bridge
The predicted and experimental ultimate loads are presented in Table 7.9. The
result due to the mechanism analysis (Harvey 1988) is also given in the table to afford
comparison. It can be seen that the present study provides good results when combining
f t =1.6MPa with N = 2 0 , ft =1.8MPa with N = 2 0 or f t = 2.0MPa with N=16. The low
failure load would be 540kN/m with the combination of f t =1.6MPa and N=12. It is
1 7 % lower than the experimental result. The high failure load would be 419kN/m with
f t=2.0MPa and N=20. The result is 6 % higher than the experimental result. The results
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are compared in a chart form (Figure 7.19). The ultimate strength is m u c h higher than
that of the Bridgemill Bridge due to the m u c h thicker spandrel fill which provided a
significant strength to the arch rib.

Table 7.9 Ultimate loads (kN/m) at Quarter Point of Bargower Bridge
ft = 1.8 MPa

ft = 1.6 M P a
N=12 16
Proposed
540
Analysis*

18

20 N=12 16 18

573 587 596

ft = 2.0 MPa

20 N=12 16 18

573 606 623 640

Experiment

647

Mechanism
Analysis

560

20

623 652 672 689

*Note that the bold numbers represent the results which are close to the experiment.

1000
900 | •
£6

800 I 0
700 |

ea
o
J
ea

f't=l 6MP3
ft=1 8MPa
f't=2.0MPa

600
500
400|
300
200 100

0

20

Strain Softening Parameter N
Figure 7.19 Verification on Ultimate Load of the Bargower Bridge.

The deformation of the arch rib at the ultimate load is plotted in Figure 7.20. A s
can be seen in the figure, the deflection of the bridge is relatively small even at ultimate
load. The arch rib is not severely distorted prior to failure whereas severe distortion was
apparent in the Bridgemill Bridge. This is partially the result of the thick spandrel fill and
partially due to the semi-circular arch shape of the Bargower Bridge.
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The observation m a d e on the bridge indicates that cracking of the masonry was

relatively Umited even at the end of the test. A transverse crack under the loaded se

including the formation of a hinge, was clearly visible but cracks of this kind, expe

four sections, were not very well defined (Hendry, 1986). The failure pattern obtaine
from the proposed analysis (Figure 7.21) shows a similar cracking behaviour to that
observed from the test.

7.9 Summary
This chapter describes the verification of the proposed progressive analysis of
masonry arches. Towler's Arch 1 and Arch 2 were analysed for both the crown-point
and quarter-point loading conditions respectively in the present study. The results

indicate that agreements between theory and experiment are good in terms of the ultim

loads and the failure patterns. The predicted trends of deformation along the arch ma
the experiments well.

Two prototype bridges, the Bridgemill Bridge and the Bargower Bridge, which
were tested to destruction in Britain (Hendry 1985, 1986) are also analysed. A

comparative study shows that the proposed analytical procedure is capable of providin

relevant information on the ultimate behaviour of both bridges. It is also found that
assuming a tensile strength f

t

which lies between 1.6 and 2.0MPa together with a str

softening parameter N which lies between 10 and 18 would provide good estimate of the
ultimate load for a long span arch (say between 10m and 20m) with thick rib (say
between 500mm and 900mm).
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Figure 7.20 Deformation of Bargower Bridge at Failure Load (Scale: lcm=6mm).

Figure 7.21 Failure Pattern of Bargower Bridge.
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CHAPTER 8

PARAMETRIC STUDY

8.1 Introduction
Structural elements can fail in many different ways. The ultimate load condition
may be reached by a combination of crushing, slow or fast crack propagation, depending

on the material strength, the failure model used, and the size of the structural compone
etc. Although the proposed finite element-based analytical procedure has been verified

comparing with the experimental results in the preceding chapter, the sensitivity of som
parameters which would significantly affect the finite element analysis should be
investigated.

This chapter carries out two parametric studies. The first study is on the bridge
behaviour which involves the influence of both the material and geometrical properties,

strain softening parameter, effect of the spandrel fill, effect of the support movements
The second study investigates the computer program behaviour by identifying the
parameters which affect the finite element analysis. Each parameter is studied
independently. The main purpose of this work is to help fully understand the structural
behaviour of masonry arches subjected to common loading conditions. Note that the

effect of the loading position is not included since it has been extensively studied by
researchers (Heyman, 1981; Tolwer, 1981; Rouf, 1984).

All the investigations are based on Towler's Arch 2 under the crown-point load
and the comparisons are based on the basis of the experimental ultimate loads obtained by
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Towler (see Table 7.3) and also on the so-called original failure patterns as defined in
Figure 7.13a. The discussion is carried out on each parameter investigated. Some
important conclusions have been drawn from this study. These conclusions may be relied
upon in understanding the behaviour of masonry arch structures in general or they may
used as practical guides for the design engineer.

8.2 Parameters Affecting the Bridge Behaviour
8.2.1 Effects of material properties
The variability in masonry stiffness is an important factor to be considered,

particularly if the variations in masonry properties occur in regions where high stres
develop. The effect of the masonry properties is studied by varying the modulus of
elasticity, Poisson's ratio and the strength of the masonry in both tension and
compression. From this study it is hoped to provide some useful information on the

influence of material properties on the overall structural behaviour of masonry arches.

To be consistent, the study of the material influence is carried out on Towler's Arch 2
(Figure 8.1). In particular, the crown-point loading case is considered.

Figure 8.1 Towler's Arch 2 for a Parametric Study on Material Properties.
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The applied load and h o w it is dispersed onto the arch through the fill are
illustrated in Figure 8.1. The various effects are discussed under separate titles in the
following sections (A to D ) .

(A) Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson's ratio
Masonry is an assemblage of bricks and mortar. Since the average properties of
bricks and mortar are assumed for masonry in this analysis, the elastic properties m a y
vary over a wide range depending upon the brick-mortar combination and bonding
technique.

The investigation is carried out independently on each material property. In other
words, only one parameter is varied at a time. T h e results are compared with the socalled standard material properties which are chosen in Section 7.3.1 (Table 7.2).

The compressive strength f

c

or ultimate strain ecu may be varied for different

values of the elastic modulus, Eo. This is demonstrated in an example of Powell and
Hodgkinson's constitutive relationship for masonry (see Figure 8.2). T o be consistent,
Ecu remains constant whilst Eo is varied as fc changes. The ultimate loads due to various
E Q are given in Table 8.1.

Figure 8.2 Constitutive Relationship (Powell, 1976) for Masonry.
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Table 8.1 Parametric Study of Elastic Properties E Q

Ultimate Load

Defl.*
(mm)

Eo
(MPa)

E

1

8000

0.43

0.18

1.0

370

0.97

1.25

2

12000

0.64

0.18

1.0

374

0.98

1.0

1

18667

1.0

0.18

1.0

380

1.0

0.57

4

18667

1.0

0.12

0.67

383

1.01

0.54

5

18667

1.0

0.08

0.44

385

1.01

0.54

Test No.

1)

Puit

(kN)

p

Note: T h e underlined values represent the experimental results and the standard
material properties used in Section 7.3.
*The midspan deflection.

A s can be seen in Table 8.1, the reduction in ultimate load caused by the reduction
in E o value is quite small. T h e midspan deflection increases as Eo decreases. This is
because the stiffness of the structure is reduced due to the decrease in the modulus of
elasticity. T h e ultimate load is not significantly affected by Poisson's ratio x>. However,
the structural deformation decreases as t) decreases.

The failure patterns due to changes in both Eo and X) are presented in Figures 8.3
and 8.4 respectively. It is seen that the influence of these two elastic constants are also
not significant on the failure patterns. This is clear from comparing the n e w failure
patterns with the original one shown in Figure 8.5 (or Figure 7.13a). With 4 3 %
reduction on the original E 0 value (i.e. reduced from 1 8 6 6 7 M P a to 8000MPa), the crack
band beneath the load is wider and the crack propagation is shorter due to the softer
material property used. With 4 4 % reduction in the original \) value (i.e. from 0.18 to
0.08), the crack band is narrower. This is because tensile cracks are usually the results of
compression in the orthoganal direction (via the Poisson's.effect). T h e smaller the v
value, the less significant is the Poisson's effect.
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(B) Tensile strength and compressive strength
Masonry in its natural state has very low capacity in sustaining tensile stress due

to the brittle characteristics of the material. The tensile strength therefore is expec

have significant effect on the structural behaviour. On the other hand, the effect of th
compressive strength would be much less important in comparison.

T h e results in Table 8.2 show that the tensile strength ft has a significant effect
on the ultimate load as expected. It may be seen that a 46% decrease in masonry tensile

strength resulted in a decrease of 45% in the ultimate strength of the arch bridge (Puit)
And, a 43% increase in ft resulted an increase of 38% in the value of Puit. But the
compressive strength f

c

has hardly any effect on the ultimate load as can be seen in

Table 8.2. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show that ftalso influences the extent of
the cracking. As ft decreases the crack zone propagates further and extends wider
comparing to the original failure pattern shown in Figure 8.5. There is no significant
difference for different compressive strengths. This characteristic is due to the fact
the failure of masonry is dominated by cracking of the material. Similar behaviour has
been found in other types of masonry structures. For example, in experiments on

masonry walls Ali (1987) found that in almost all the tests, the masonry panels failed d
to the formation of major vertical cracks. A crushing-type failure beneath the load was
not observed in any of his tests.
Table 8.2 Parametric Study on the Strengths of the Material

Test No

ft' fy
(MPa)

Puit

kN

\

y
1L
0.21

Puit

kN

\

1.0

0.36

1.0

15.0
28.0

380
380

0.54

380

1.0

442

1.16

—

—

—

—

526

1.38

—

—

—

—

0.5
0.83

210
284

0.55
0.75

3_

0.6
0.9
1.2

1.0

280

4

1.5

1.25

5

1.8

1.5

1
2

fc
(MPa)
6.0

1.0

Note: The underlined values represent the experimental results and the standard
material properties used in Section 7.3.
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Aggregate interlock factors § and P'
In the smeared crack model (Section 5.3.1), the modulus of elasticity E 0 and the

shear modulus G of the material are generally considered to be zero in the direction
normal to the crack. T o be more realistic, the cracked masonry m a y be assumed to retain
some stiffness, especially shear stiffness, due to interlocking/friction on the rough crack
surface. This is accounted for by giving the coefficients <J> and P' in Equations 5.1 to 5.5
a very small values. In most practical applications, the value p'=0 is assumed w h e n a
crack is open, and pV=l w h e n it is closed. This implies no aggregate interlocking for an
open crack and a perfect healing for a closed crack (Chen and Saleeb 1982). In the
original analysis in Section 7.3.1 <J> was taken as zero whereas P' is given the value of
0.001. In this parametric study, the values of (|> and P' are varied between 0 and 1. The
results are summarised in Table 8.3.

In summary, in the smeared-crack approach, shear strength reserves due to
aggregate interlock between cracked masonry can be accounted by retaining a positive
shear modulus p'G (Chen and Saleeb, 1982). This shear capacity also has the effect that
secondary cracking need not be perpendicular to the direction of initial cracks. Thus it
allows for more realistic representation of the crack patterns. The analysis shows that
these two factors have no effect at all on the ultimate load values.

Table 8.3 Parametric Study of Interlock Aggregate Factors <]) and p'
P

Test No.

*

t

ult

kN

\

Pult

p

kN

\

1

0.005

380

1.0

0.05

380

1.0

2

0.001

m

1.0

0.2

380

1.0

3

0.010

380

1.0

0.4

380

1.0

Note: Underlined values represent the experimental results.
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Strain Softening Parameter

Generally, fracture analysis is based on two theories that address the failure of
structural components with (i) very ductile behaviour (i.e. perfect plastic analysis) and
very brittle behaviour (i.e. linear elastic brittle analysis). However, they are unable to
account for the slow crack growth and the strain softening behaviour in masonry

structure. Since all failures in this study are dominated by cracking, only tensile strain

softening has been studied. The stress may increase linearly with strain up to the ultimat
tensile strength. From then on, the strain may keep increasing while the stress decreases
to zero. The descending branch of the curve is defined by the parameter N as shown in
Figure 8.7.

Stress (a)

i,

4
£cr

• < . ,

••

1
N ^

1

- • Strain ( e)

Figure 8.7 Softening Stress-Strain Relations by Varying the Parameter N.

In testing masonry panels, the apparent ductility of the material is changed

simply by altering the size of the test specimens - the larger the size, the more ductile t
material. This size effect may be studied using the proposed analytical procedure. Note

that in this study, the strain softening parameter, N, controls the ductility of the mason
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material. T o investigate the influence of N on the ultimate behaviour of masonry arches,
a comparative study is carried out. This is done by varying the value of N while all other
material properties remain unchanged.

Table 8.4 summaries the effects of N on the ultimate load results and shows the
effect of increasing or decreasing N from value of N = 6 which has been ussed for the
proceeding analysis (see Section 7.3). It is found that N affects the ultimate load
significandy. For example, a 3 3 % increase in N results in an increase of 1 1 % in the
ultimate load P ^ and with a 6 7 % increase in N the ultimate load is increased only be
19%.

O n the other hand, a 3 3 % decrease in N results in a decrease of 1 8 % in the

ultimate strength of the arch bridge and a 6 7 % reduction in N leads to a 3 1 % decrease in
Puit. The effects of N on the ultimate load Puit are demonstrated in Figure 8.8. The
figure shows that as would be expected, as N increases the ultimate load will converge
towards that for a ductile material (N=<»).

Table 8.4 Study on Strain Softening Parameter N

P

ult

P

ult,

Test No.

N

>

1

2

0.33

263

0.69

2

4

.067

310

0.82

1

&

1.0

380

1.0

4

8

1.33

423

1.11

5

10

1.67

453

1.19

-

(kN)

Note: Underlined values represent the experimental results.
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600 -i

Figure 8.8 Effect of Strain Softening Parameter N on Ultimate Load

It is also noted that thefinalfailure pattern (see Figure 8.9) is only slightly
affected by N. With N = 2 , the crack penetrates slightly further through the rib. W h e n N
is increased to 4, the crack beneath the load seems to be less severe before failure
occurred. This m a y be seen by comparing Figure 8.9a with Figure 8.9b. For more
ductile properties, for example, with N = 10 the crack region becomes bigger. A n d the
area in compression beneath the load also increases significantly. This m a y be seen by
comparing Figure 8.9c with Figure 8.9d. Crushing failure did not occur in the case due
to the fact that the archribis too thin to induce the crushing type failure.
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8.2.2 Effects of spandrel fill
The main component of a masonry arch bridge system is the arch rib. On top of

the rib, two spandrel walls are built to the road level. Between the spandrels is filled

stone or brick debris. This so-called "spandrel fill" serves to transmit the vehicular l
down to the arch rib. Its weight would also provide additional stability to the rib. In
earlier studies (Crisfield, 1981, 1985; Towler, 1981 and Rouf, 1984), the effects of

spandrel fill were either ignored or only considered using one dimensional beam-type fil
elements. This section studies the effects of spandrel fill on the strength of a single

arch using two dimensional fill elements. It is found that the dispersion of the applied
loads by the spandrel fill has a significant and beneficial effect on the ultimate load
capacity of the arch.

(A) Influence of spandrel fill
To incorporate the actions of the spandrel fill, a masonry arch bridge may be
simulated using two separated finite element analytical models as shown in Figure 8.10.

Model 1 in Figure 8.10a simulates the weight of the spandrel fill to be applied to

the arch rib. The interface between the spandrel fill and the rib is replaced by a serie
hinges so that both the horizontal and the vertical forces produced by the fill can be

determined. These are the forces which may provide further stability to the arch rib. Th

load is to be applied on top of the fill-element model. This would allow the applied loa
to be dispersed from the road level down on to the arch rib as shown in Figure 8.10a.

The finite element simulation of the arch rib is a standard process and may be

illustrated in Figure 8.10b. The loads on an arch rib due to the weight of the spandrel

are obtained from the analysis of Model 1 at the 'hinged' points. It should be noted tha
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the case of a single load acting on top of the archribcould not occur in real masonry arch
structures due to the existence of the spandrel fill.

T w o loading systems are used; they are shown in Figures 8.11a and 8.11b.
Loading system 1 studies the behaviour of an arch rib with spandrel fill but the load
directly applied on top of the rib without being dispersed through the fill. Loading

system 2 is for applying the load on top of the fill so as to allow the load to be di

by the fill. Also included in the study is the effect of the depth of the fill as meas
from the crown level. Note that in all cases, the arch assumes a width of 1.1m.
p,

\
V: I :"-J

aAAAJ

»**w

(a) Model 1 with load distribution through the fill

AP>y

f

1

AP ix "I

(b) Model 2 with the dispersed loads
Figure 8.10 Finite Element Modelling of a Masonry Arch.
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(a) Loading system 1

I
Cm
51

'i'i'l'ijf'i'i'i'
Spandrel

0.335m

(b) Loading system 2

Figure 8.11 Loading Systems for Towler's Arch 2.
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Tables 8.5 presents the ultimate load results for both the loading systems.

It can

be seen that the weight of the spandrel fill alone in providing additional stability to

arch rib is insignificant for this model of a rather shallow arch. The existence of the

spandrel fill provides a 4% increases in the ultimate strength of the arch comparing to
case without the fill. However, the load dispersing effect of the spandrel fill is
significant.

Table 8.5 Effects of Spandrel Fill on Ultimate Loads

Present Study
Loading
Position

Ultimate Load (kN) With Fill
Loading
System 1

At C r o w n Point

294

Loading
System 2

Ultimate Load (kN)
Without Fill

380*

283

* Standard results for Towler's Arch 2 (see Table 7.3).

For clarity, the original deformed shape of arch for the symmetrical loading
position is presented here again as Figure 8.12a. The deformed shape for the case

without spandrel fill is illustrated in Figure 8.12b. For the purpose of comparison, th
failure patterns for the corresponding loading systems are shown in Figures 8.13a and

8.13b. It should be noted that the structural deformation without the fill is sharper u
the loading position (see Figure 8.12b). This would lead to a high concentration of
stresses beneath the loading position (see Figure 8.13b).
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(a) With fill under the crown-point load

(b) Withoutfillunder the crown-point load
Figure 8.12 Deformed Shapes of Towler's Arch 2 with/without Spandrel Fill.
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Horizontal pressure from the spandrel fill

Many scientists and engineers have assumed that an arch carries only vertical

loads. It was however recognised that a small horizontal force from the spandrel fill

affect the ultimate load and the structural behaviour significantly (Harvey, 1986). Th

horizontal forces that act on the arch rib are the combination of horizontal fill pre
the horizontal components from the load dispersion process. These are shown in Figure
8.14.

To study the influence of the horizontal forces, the effects of two loading cases are

analysed. Case 1 is for the arch with a crown-point load whereas in Case 2 the load is

acted at the quarter point of the arch rib. In both cases, only horizontal components
included (Figure 8.14). The results are summarised in Table 8.6.

I

Horizontal components
from the load dispersion

_[

T
Horizontal
fill pressure

?
—.
,/' \

/
i
\j

Figure 8.14 The Horizontal Forces Acting on the Arch Rib.
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Table 8.6 Effects of the Horizontal Pressure on Ultimate Load (kN)

Loading Position

N o Horizontal
Pressure

With Horizontal
Pressure

At Crown Point

337

280

At Quarter Point

162

172

The underlined values represent the experimental results (see Table 7.3).

Table 8.6 shows that for the midspan load case without the horizontal pressures,

the arch suffers a decrease of 11% in the ultimate strength. For the quarter-point loa
case, the ultimate strength is only decreased by 6% when horizontal pressures are not

included. Hence, these horizontal pressures are more beneficial to the mid-span loadin
condition than that for the quarter-point loading condition.

To further study the effect of the quarter-point loading on the structural behaviour,
another arch analysed. The quarter-point loads are directly applied to the arch rib as
shown in Figure 8.15. The analysis is carried out by increasing the horizontal force

quarter point in both positive and negative x-directions whereas the vertical force r

constant. The results are presented in Tables 8.7 and Figure 8.15. The failure patterns
for Px=10kN and Px=-10kN are shown in Figures 8.17a and 8.17b respectively.

Figure 8.15 Horizontal Force P x acting at the Quarter Point of Towler's Arch 2.
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Table 8.7 Effects of P x on Ultimate loads (kN)
Px(kN)

Puit(kN)

P

ult/P

10

129

0.80

8

141

0.87

4

152

0.94

2

158

0.97

0

162

1.0

-2

186

1.15

-4

219

1.35

-8
-10

284

1.75

331

2.04

Note: The underlined values represents the result without P x

400

300TO
cd

&

200-

i
100

Horizontal Pressure Px (kN)
Figure 8.16 Influence of P x on Ultimate Loads.

It is clear from this comparison that if the horizontal force acts in a direction which
worsens the unsymmetrical deformation (Figure 8.17a, Case 1), an earlier failure of the
archribcan be expected. O n the other hand, if the horizontal force acts in a direction
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which helps to resist the unsymmetrical deformation (Figure 8.17b, Case 2), the ultimate
strength of the arch is enhanced. The failure pattern shown in Figure 8.18a indicates two
cracking zones in Case 1 due to the more severe deformation whereas only one cracking
zone develops in Case 2 (Figure 8.18b). The cracking area beneath the applied load is
much larger in Case 1 comparing to that in Case 2. This can be seen by comparing
Figures 8.18a and 8.18b.

(a) Case 1: P x is positive

(b) Case 2: P x is negative
Figure 8.17 Deformation of Towler's Arch 2 for P x at Quarter Point of the Arch.
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8.2.3 Effects of geometric parameters
The geometrical properties of an arch have significant effects on its structural
behaviour. The geometrical parameters include the the shape of the arch (for example,
circular, parabolic or elliptic), the thickness of the arch rib, the span and therise.These
effects are studied in the following paragraphs.

(A) Shape of arch
In this section only circular arches are analysed because the shape is most
c o m m o n a m o n g masonry arches. T o study the influence of the shape, the rise / as
defined in Figure 8.19 is varied whereas the thickness of the rib and the span remain
constant. The results are presented in Table 8.8. The value o f / is varied from zero (a
beam) to 2.0 (a semicircular arch) for the purpose of comparison. The ultimate loads for
the crown point and the quarter point loading conditions are plotted against the various
values o f / in Figure 8.20. It can be seen in Figure 8.20 and Table 8.8 that the ultimate
load for the quarter-point loading condition is about 2 2 % to 3 3 % less than the crownpoint loading case except the semicircular arch. For the semicircular arch, the ultimate
load for the quarter point loading is approximately 1 2 % less than that for the crown point
loading.

It seems that the ultimate strength of an arch under a quarter-point load is not
significantly less than that under a crown-point load. Although Towler's tests have
shown a significant difference in the ultimate strength of an arch under these two
conditions (Section 7.3.1). T o provide more evidence that the results from the present
study is realistic, an example on a fixed-ended b e a m is analysed (Figure 8.19).

The

ultimate m o m e n t from the elastic analysis for the quarter-point load is 4 3 % less than that
for the crown-point load. Thus the ultimate strength under a quarter-point load should
not be more than 5 0 % less than that of the crown-point loading case.
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£

t = 0.335m

Figure 8.19 The Model for a Study of the Effect of Rise/.

400
o
*

—i

0.0

1

0.5

1

1

1.0

Crown-point load
Quarter-point load

i—i

1

1.5

1

2.0

1

1

2.5

r-

3.0

f (m)

Figure 8.20 Effects of Rise/ on the Ultimate Load.
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Figure 8.21 M a x i m u m Bending Moment in Fixed Ended Beam (f= 0).

Table 8.8 Ultimate Load for Various Values of/
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0*

1.2

2.0

C.P. Load

84

156

240

295

311

283

262

180

Q.P. Load

56

101

176

229

224

205

193

133

f (m)

* Represents original shape of Towler's Arch 2 (without the spandrel fill).

The failure patterns for the various values of/ are given in Figure 8.22. It can be
seen that a failure mechanism by forming three plastic hinges only occurs in the

case (f=0.0) and in the case of the semicircular arch (f=2.0m) subjected to crown
loading. The so-called plastic hinges are identified by red dots in Figure 8.22.

ultimate loads for both loading cases do not increase (or decrease) proportionall
The ultimate load for a symmetrical load reaches a maximum value when/is 0.8m

whereas/=0.6m provides a maximum ultimate load for a quarter-point loading condit
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Thickness of arch rib
A study on the effect of the thickness of an archribis carried out on a 4 m span

arch. The investigation is focused on two cases. One is considered as a shallow arch
with ariseof 0.2m whereas the other is a deep arch with ariseof 1.2m. The results are
summarised in Table 8.9 and shown in Figure 8.23. The failure patterns are presented in
Figure 8.24.

Table 8.9 Ultimate Loads for 4m Span Test Bridge
f (m)

0.215
88

0.2
1.2

Thickness of therib(m)
0.500
0.335

133

146

276

0.750
487

262

530

1040

1200
1000

f -(0.2m)
f (1.2m)

800
600

B
ed

£
•a

400
200
0
0.215

0.335

Thickness of the Rib (m)
Figure 8.23 Ultimate Load Versus Thickness of Rib.
The results show that the thicker the archribthe higher will be the ultimate load.
This is as expected. This effect is more pronounced in the deeper arch. The failure
patterns shown in Figure 8.24 indicate that the crushing type of failure m a y occur if the
arch rib is very thick (say 1.0m, for a 4 m span arch).
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8.2.4 Support m o v e m e n t s
Apart from concentrated loads, the support movements are another very important
loading conditions which would significandy affect the structural behaviour of masonry
arches. A masonry arch structure is ratherrigid.A s a result only small movements of the
supports can produce large changes in the distribution of stress within an arch (Harvey
1986). The lack of experimental investigation on support movements of masonry arch
structure (due to the complex nature of such tests) has led to a dearth of information under
this particular loading condition. This situation m a y be remedied by the use of the
proposed analysis. Towler's Arch 2 and Bridgemill Bridge are analysed under imposed
support movements up to failure. The span of Towler's arch is increased up to 8 m for
the purpose of this study. The results are presented in Table 8.10. The deformed shapes
of the arch due to the various support movements are shown in Figure 8.25 and the
failure patterns are presented in Figure 8.26.

It is found in Table 8.10 that a shorter span, as expected, leads to a more rigid
arch. In other words, a short-span arch can tolerate m u c h less movements of the support
comparing to a longer-span arch. This behaviour m a y be explained with a simple
example of a prismatic bar (see Figure 8.27); the elongation A should not exceed
(ft L)/E. In our case if f t =1.5MPa, E = 1 8 6 6 7 M P a and L = 4 m , then A should not be
larger than 0.3mm. Otherwise, fracture would occur. This simple example helps to
underline the vulnerability of masonry structure to tensile stress/strain caused by support
settlements.

It should also be noted that under the same conditions the arch would allow more
movements in the vertical direction than horizontal ones. This behaviour m a y be
explained by the fact that, for the same magnitude, a change in the span length is smaller
if the support moves vertically than it moves horizontally. This is particular obvious in
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the comparative behaviour of Bridgemill Bridge under the vertical and horizontal support
movements (see Table 8.10).

Table 8.10 Ultimate Displacements at the Right Hand Support ( m m )

L (m)
4

+AH

(mm)

-AH

(mm)

+ A y(mm)

_Ay (mm)

(Towler's)

<1.0

<1.0

2.8

2.5

6

<1.0

1.2

5.8

5.8

8

1.3

1.4

9.6

9.4

—

5.7

33.2

(Bridgemill)
18.29

—

(a) Vertical upward movement

(b) Vertical downward movement
Figure 8.25 Deformation due to Various Support Movements.
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(c) Horizontal inward movement

(d) Horizontal outward movement

Figure 8.25 Deformation due to Various Support Movements (Cont.).
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EA

V

L

*f
E

Figure 8.27 Allowable Deformation in a Prismatic Bar.

8.2.5 Lower bound and upper bound failure
Since mortar joints are not considered separately in the present study, the effects
of mortar joints acting as the weak link of the plane should be studied. This is done by
adopting the material properties of mortar for the entire arch so as to achieve the lower
bound failure. A comparison can then be m a d e with the upper bound solution where the
brick material properties are used throughout. This part of the study is carried out on
both the Bridgemill Bridge and the Bargower Bridge.

The material properties for both bricks and mortars have been tested by m a n y
investigators (Dhanasekar et al., 1985 and Ali, 1987). Since the tensile strength, ft,
dominates the structural behaviour of masonry arches (Section 8.2.1(B)), only ft for the
lower and upper bound failure is considered. The tensile strength of mortar is m u c h lower
than that of stone. F r o m the experimental results of Ali (1987) ft is about 0.78MPa.
This is the value used herein. The material properties used for both bridges are given in
Table 8.11.
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Table 8.11 Material Properties of Bricks and Mortars
P (Arch rib) P 2 (Fill)
ft
Eo
Materials (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
(kN/m 3 ) (kN/m 3 )

Bridges

Bridgemill

Bargower

Stone

43.8

1.8

15000

Mortar

8

0.78

5000

Stone

33

1.8

15000

Mortar

10

0.78

5000

20.6
—

21.58
—

27
—

21
—

1)

0.18
0.21
0.18
0.21

The results for both the upper bound and lower bound solutions are tabulated in
Table 8.12 together so as to allow a comparison to be made. It is obvious that the lower
bound failure analysis leads to very conservative results.

Table 8.12 Upper and Lower Bound Ultimate Loads (kN)

Bridges
Bridgemill
(N=12)

Upper Bound Analysis Lower Bound Analysis
f; = 0.78 M P a
f; = 1.8 M P a
385

188

360

640

380

647

Bargower
(N=20)

8.3

Experiment

Variables Affecting the Computer Program Behaviour
With the possible application of the proposed finite element-based procedure to a

wide range of masonry arch structures, it is important to test the effects of the mesh size.
A convergence test is carried out with the mesh size and element aspect ratio as variables.
The test programme is detailed in Table 8.13 together with the ultimate load results.
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Table 8.13 Effects of Mesh Size and Aspect Ratio on Towler's Arch 2
under Crown-Point Load
Test N o . No. of
Layers

No. of
Sections

Total
Elements

Asp. Rat. al/a2
1

|al

Puit (kN)

a2

1

3

20

60

0.48

495

2

3

30

90

0.73

402

3

3

36

108

0.87

377

4

3

40

120

0.97

380*

5

4

46

184

0.83

374

6

4

54

216

0.98

373

* The underlined value represents the so-called standard results (see Table 7.3).

The results in Table 8.13 show that the accuracy of the ultimate results are
affected by both element aspect ratio and thefinenessof the mesh. Note that afinefinite
element mesh involve more computing time although it m a y provide more accurate
results. Table 8.13 also shows that the aspect ratio of the element has more influence on
the analysis than the mesh size. Once the aspect ratio of the element is reasonably decided
(say between 0.7 to 1.0), the mesh size has no significant effect on the ultimate load of
the structure.

It should be noted that when a coarse mesh is used, the ultimate load is higher
than that of afinermesh. This is because the use of larger elements as a coarse mesh
leads to a higher structure stiffness. In general, a large element is also less sensitive to
stress concentration than a small element. In other words, if small elements are used (fine
mesh), a single element cracks, the stiffness of the entire element is reduced resulting in
the softening of a relatively small portion of the structure. Therefore, small elements may
crack earlier but with less significant immediate influence on the overall structural
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behaviour. It means that thefirstcrack would occur earlier by using small elements (fine
mesh) than large elements (coarse mesh) and the structure would fail at a lower ultimate
load by using a fine mesh than a coarse mesh.

8.4 Summary
T w o parametric studies are carried out in this chapter. O n e is on the parameters
that affect the bridge behaviour and the other, on those which influence the computer
program behaviour. The following conclusions m a y be drawn;-

(1) Among the material properties, the tensile strength and the strainsoftening parameter have more significant effects on the ultimate load of
an arch in comparison to Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio and the
interlock aggregate factors. The lower the assumed tensile strength of the
masonry the lower will be the ultimate load of the arch. The effect of the
strain-softening parameter is more pronounced when a small values of N
is used (i.e. w h e n a more brittle failure model is assumed). In other
word, as N increases the ultimate load of the arch tends to converge to
the value for a ductile failure model. Compressive strength has no
significant effect on the arches analysed. Failure is mostly tension
related. Crushing failure occurred only rarely in the test cases carried out
in the study.

(2) The spandrel fill serves to transmit the applied loads from the road level
d o w n to the arch rib. This load dispersion effect has a significant
influence on the ultimate strength of an arch under symmetrical load. The
weight of the fill also provides additional stability to therib,but this is
m u c h less important than the load dispersion effect. The horizontal
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pressure induced by both the load dispersion effect and the spandrel fill
has a significant effect on the ultimate strength of an arch, especially for a
quarter-point loading condition.

(3) The ultimate strength of an arch and its failure pattern are significantly
influenced by the geometric properties including the thickness of the rib,
rise-to-span ratio as well as the shape of the arch. Under the same
conditions, the ultimate strength of an arch increases as the rise increases
until the maximum value is reached at which the rise-to-span ratio//L is
about 0.2. Then the ultimate strength decreases as the rise continues to
increase towards a semi-circular shape.

(4) Support movements have very strong effects on the strength of an arch
bridge, especially for short span arches. It is found that other conditions
being the same, an arch would tolerate larger vertical movements than
horizontal ones.
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CHAPTER 9

ANALYSIS OF MULTISPAN MASONRY ARCH BRIDGES

9.1 Introduction
Masonry arches have been used in bridge engineering for centuries. In counties
like Australia and the United Kingdom, m a n y of the old masonry bridges still form parts
of their highway and railway networks, having to carry today's m o d e m traffic. The
Stanwell Park Viaduct in N S W which has been described in Chapter 3 is a good example.
Though suffered some deteriorations over the years, it is still in active service as a key
link on the N.S.W. South Coast Electric Line.

Usually such bridges which designed and built in an earlier era can carry the new
and heavier vehicular loads without problems. Support setdements on the other hand can
cause various degrees of distress. Such settlements can only be accommodated by
cracking of the arch. N e w and additional loading on the weaken bridge would lead to
more cracking. If this form of crack propagation is allowed to continue unabated, failure
m a y eventuate. Thus the study of the progressive failure of multispan masonry arches is
important for the better understanding of their structural performance.

The structural behaviour of a multispan brick masonry arch bridge is far more
complicated than that of a single span arch which is normally assumed in design (Yang et
al., 1988). T h e effect of the spandrelfillto the arch rib can be considered as a series of
horizontal struts taking compression only. A s a result, the performance of a given arch
rib would be influenced not only by the external loading but also by the behaviour of the
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neighbouring spans. For viaducts, the flexibility of the tall piers could also affect the
structural behaviour of the arches. This chapter discusses the failure analysis of
multispan masonry arch bridges using the proposed method. The analysis is carried out
on two arch systems: Bridge 1 is an eight-span bridge and the other (Bridge 2) is the
prototype (eight-span) Stanwell Park Viaduct. The loading condition consists of the
support movements at the Stanwell Park Viaduct site. A n attempt is made to explain the
possible causes of the deterioration of this viaduct. It is found that small support
movements could cause serious distress to an arch viaduct system.

9.2 Finite Element Analysis
The proposed finite element model for the analysis of single span arches m a y be
applied to multispan arch systems with some modifications. These mainly involve the
handling of the long and narrow fill and pier elements. Generally, failure of a masonry
arch bridge is originated from therib.In the computer program, N L A R C H the loads and
the support movements are applied incrementally, thereby allowing the progressive failure
analysis of the arch to be carried out.

9.2.1 Numerical examples
T o study the behaviour of multispan arches, two full-size bridges are analysed
herein. The dimensions of these two eight-span arch bridges are summarised in Table
9.1. The finite element mesh for Bridge 1 is given in Figure 9. la and that for Bridge 2 in
Figure 9.1b. The masonry properties adopted in this investigation are given in Table 9.2.
Note that Bridge 1 is simulated using 615 elements in total as each span is modelled by a
2x30 element mesh. This avoids introducing the unnecessary errors due to the
unreasonable aspect ratio or element distortion (see Section 7.2.2). Bridge 2 uses 615
elements for the arches and 70 elements for the piers. The two element meshes are also
illustrated in Figure 9.1.
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Thefillelements are considered as a series of horizontal struts transfering forces
from a given span to the neighbouring spans. Failure of the fill elements is not
considered in the present analysis. Similarly, the flexible tall piers are simulated by the
pier elements; again, failure of the pier elements is not studied herein.

Table 9.1 Bridge Dimensions

Piers (m)
Span Rib
Bridges
(m) (m)

Abut 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Abut. 2

1

13

0.96

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0

2

13

0.96

0.0

3.5

9.0

16

20

20

13

0.0

N

p(kN/rri)

16

16.7

6

Table 9.2 Material Properties

fc (MPa) ft (MPa)
16

1.5

cu

Eo(MPa)

0.003

18670

e

X)
0.16

The ground movements of the Stanwell Park Viaduct site have been continuously
monitored by engineers of the State Rail Authority of N.S.W. A typical chart is shown in
Figure 9.2 and the movements are summarised in Table 9.3. It can be seen that the
relative movements between Piers 3 and 4 and between 5 and 6 which support spans 4
and 6 respectively are larger than the rest. This might be the causes for the failure of
spans 4 and 6 (see Section 3.3). This is further discussed in Section 9.3.
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9.2.2 Loading systems
In this analysis, only the support movements are studied since the effects of the
vehicular loads on this viaduct have shown to be relatively insignificant in comparison.
The two bridges are analysed using the same support movement conditions. T o avoid
possible divergence in the numerical process, the support movements are only applied to
one pier or abutment at a time. Table 9.4 tabulates the imposed support movements.

Table 9.3 Summary of the Ground Movements at the Centre of Each Pier (in m m )

1

Spans
Piers

Vert ^ f

+4.3

17

0.35
16.6

-0.4

5

4

6
6

+2.25 +10.1 +0.5 +6.6

-1.9

7

+2.4 +12.5 +12.0 +5.4

14.7

16.3

+1.6

9.5

-6.8

7.2
-2.3

8

7

5

4

3

+0.8 +1.15

-3.5

Relative Move.
Betw. Spans

3
2

1

Abut. 1

Relative N ove.
Betw. Sp,m s

Hori ^

2

+4.1

+3
+1.1

+1.3

3.0

-4.2

Abut. 2

0.4

0.0
-0.4

-3.4

Table 9.4 Imposed Support Movements
Support Movement ( +AV 4 -A vf

Cases

Abut.l Pierl

1

-AV

2

+AH

Pier 2

Pier 3

3

+AV

4

+AH

Pier 4

Pier 5

5

+AV

6

+AH

+A H •
Pier 6

-AH-*-)
Pier 7

Abut.2

7

+AV

8

-AH
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Results a n d Discussion
Table 9.5 presents results of the support movements which caused failure to the

two multispan arch bridges. It can be seen that the viaduct (Bridge 2) is able to sustain
larger support movements prior to failure than the bridge without piers (Bridge 1). It is
obvious that the tall piers have rendered the whole structure more flexible enabling it to
withstand larger deformation.

O n the other hand, the system without piers is

comparatively more rigid. Consequendy only small ground movements could cause
seemingly disproportionate distress to the structure. Similar findings have also been
discussed elsewhere (Yang and Loo, 1990). Other observations m a y be summarised as
follows:-

1) The allowable vertical movements for Bridge 1 (Table 9.5) are larger than that
of the horizontal ones. This is similar to single-span arches. For Bridge 2,
the opposite is true: this is because the tall piers help to "absorb" part of the
horizontal movements.

2) Small movements in either vertical or horizontal directions can cause local
failure of the arch structure. Hence, the larger relative movements between
Piers 3, 4 and between 5 and 6 respectively might be responsible for the
initial failures spans 4 and 6. N e w and additional tensile strains induced by
loading on these weakened spans would have led to further cracking and
eventually their final failures (see Section 3.3).

3) For the more rigid Bridge 1, damages are confined mainly to the spans where
the support movement occurs (see Figure 9.3a of Loading case 1). This is in
contrast to the more flexible viaduct where damages have spread to other
remote spans, as apparent in Figure 93b.
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4) The ultimate crack pattern of Bridge 1 (Figures 9.3a) indicates that failure of a
multispan masonry bridge is not necessarily resulted from the formation of a
mechanism; it could be caused by deterioration of the material due to severe
cracking. O n the other hand, from the failure patterns of the viaduct Bridge 2
(Figure 9.3b), it m a y be seen that failure of a multispan viaduct under support
movements occurs w h e n a failure mechanism is formed.

Table 9.5 Ultimate Support Movements ( m m ) of Each Case for T w o Bridges.

Cases
Bridges

9.4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

3.5

5.5

6.2

5.5

5.5

4.2

2.6

2.2

2

4.8

6.5

7.8

9.5

7.2

8.0

4.2

3.2

Summary
T h e application of the proposed progressive failure analysis to multispan arch

systems is demonstrated in this chapter. In particular, failure caused by support
movements is investigated using two eight-span arch bridges, and one of which,
supported on tall piers. The findings are summarised in the preceding section.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

This thesis research mainly concerns with the progressive failure analysis of masonry

arch bridges subjected to applied loading and support movements. A nonlinear finite eleme
based method of analysis is presented. Based on this numerical procedure a Fortran
computer program (NLARCH) has been developed. It is applicable to single and multispan

bridges including viaducts on tall piers. Because of the general nature of the finite ele
approach, NLARCH may also be used for analysing other two dimensional structures such

as masonry walls with or without openings. The mathematical modelling of the stress-strain

relationships of masonry as a material and the failure criteria are described in detail. T

analysis incorporates a stress redistribution scheme. As a result the spreading of the cr

and/or crush zones in the structure can be determined numerically and the results for stre

distribution, cracking and crushing at any load level may be traced graphically on a comp

This is extremely convenient for a design engineer to check the behaviour of a masonry arc
bridge at any loading

The finite element procedure and the performance of the computer program are
checked using ultimate load test results of masonry arch structures published in Britain.

These include two full-scale models tested at the University of Liverpool plus the protot
proposed method may be used to predict the ultimate behaviour of masonry arch structures
with confidence.
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For the simulation of the stabilising effects of spandrel fill, a two dimensional fill
element model is suggested. It is found that load dispersion through the spandrel fill affects
the ultimate strength of the arch bridge significandy.

The structural behaviour of a masonry arch is complex. It is found that the tensile
strength (f0 of masonry and the tensile strain softening parameter (N) significantly affect the
failure load of the arch. For single span arch bridges of between 10 and 2 0 m long, assuming
ft to be between 1.6 and 2.0 M P a and N to be in the order of 10 and 18 should provide a
good estimate of the ultimate load. For arches with practical dimensions, failure due to
crushing of the masonry is not likely to occur.

Investigations are carried out on the effects of support movements on the behaviour of
masonry arches. It is found that small support movements can cause serious distress to both
single and multispan arches with rigid supports. For these types of arches, the damaging
effects of horizontal support movements are m u c h more severe than the vertical onces. O n
the other hand, multispan viaducts with tall piers are able to sustain comparatively larger
support movements before failure, than the multispan arch bridges without piers.

It is believed that the proposed method offers major advantages over some existing
one-dimensional finite element analyses. Depending on the properties of the masonry
structures, the analysis m a y lead to a cracking type failure, a crushing type failure or a
collapse caused by formation of a failure mechanism.
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